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Woman Wounded By Pistol, Another Sought.
Memphis Urban League
To Participate In
National 'Skills Bank'

Turner-Irwin

Victim's

Hot Feud

Condition

Continues

'Fair

•

Mrs. Berniece Ruffin, 47Plars are being made by the white persons who have skills"
The hot exchange of letters
year-old pastry cook at RichNational Urban League to in- but are not employed on jobs
and
Turner
H.
between Jesse
mond Junior High school comclude Memphis in the "Na- that are utilizing the skill —
Atty. James E. Irwin, chairplained of pains in he r abtional Skills Bank" said a (2) to place them in rewardman of the Shelby County
domen last Sunday night
field representative of the ing jobs." The project is being
Democratic Executive Comaround her bedtime, and
Southern Regional Office of partially financed by a grant
mittee of which Turner is a
found she had good reason to
the Urban League Heman from the Rockefeller Brothers
member, continued this week.
not feel in tip-top shape.
Sweatt of Atlanta, Ga., who Fund.
In a letter to Irwin dated
When she started undressing
was in Memphis last wtek. He
Objective of the project is
March 23, Turner invited
at her home at 1572 Marjorie
said that Memphis is one of to "provide an important step
Irwin "to participate in the
st., she found the trouble. She
the 58 cities in the. county in closing the present economic
Negro's fight for freedom —
had been shot in the stomach,
krhich Participating in the and social gaps which exist
join the NAACP, knock on
and a bullet hole was plainly
IIINational Skills Bank."
between non-white and other
some doors to get Negroes to MRS. MARJORIE McFERREN visible.
The National Skills Bank is citizens in this county," said
register to vote, join us in sitMrs. Ruffin had no trouble
a project "(1) designed to lo- Sweatt. He added "we a r e
in demonstrations, freedom
remembering how or who had
cate Negroes and other non- seeking the full cooperation of
march, picketing, publicly supdone the shooting. Earlier in
business, industry, governport the Civil Rights bill bethe night, she had been at the
to
labor
fightand
ment, education
fore the senate; go to jail
home of Mrs. Ella Mae Johngoal."
this
and
obtaining
political
economic,
assist in
ing for
son of 849 Randle st. Some
as
busiNegroes
national
for
50
than
justice
More
social
drinking had been done, and
nesses have agreed to hire
many of us have done."
at one point several persons
The feud between the two
skilled Negroes in any capaciin the house were said to have
ty they are qualified to hold
politicians started several
entered the brawl.
without regard to color. Sevweeks ago over naming of NeI During the altercation, Mrs.
eral of the companies have
gro delegates to the national
'Ruffin recalled, Mrs. Johnson,
plants here in Memphis. They
Democratic Convention.
24, had pulled a pistol and
Trithe
at
clerk-typist
former
of
School
Coles
Mrs. E. L.
Turner went on to stated State
are International Harvesttr,
fired twice before she rushed
Memphis,
of
Bank
featured
be
when
will
Music
took the pistol
in the March 23 letter:
General Motors, General Elecpleaded guilty to stealing up to her and
a musical program is spon- tric, General Foods,
"To refresh your memory, funds at the bank when away from her.
gored by the Baptist Training
Other companies which have
you, as chairman of the Shel- brought to trial here recently HAD AN ACHE
Union, April 5, at 3 p.m. at agreed — include: Time. Life
by County Democratic Execu- in Federal District Court and
After returning home. Mrs.
Salem-Gilfield Baptist church, and Fortune, Bristol-Myers,
tive Committee (1) oppose was sentenced to two yeras in Ruffin tcad her husband Otis
897 Florida St. pi,ecting the Western Electric, U.S. Steel,
that she had gotten bruised in
Robert Kennedy as vice pros- prison
oe Mrs. A. M. Columbus Broadcasting Sysmusic
also displayed
dent of the U. S. (2) favor
Mrs. McFerren was arrested a scuffle and
James.
maintaining the status quo of on January 13 of this year the pistol that she had taken
tem, Secony Mobile, Oil, F. W.
our present all-white repres- and was freed on $1,500 bond away from the woman. Mrs.
Richmond, Elmo Roper &
entation in the state legisla- after pleading not guilty to Ruffin's face.was swollen conCompany; Schenley Industries,
ture (3) wonder what this com- the charge. She was repre- siderably.
St. Regis Paper Co.; Colgatemunity is coming to when sented in the case by Attys. "Everything went along all
Palmolive Co., Kuhn Loeb &
right," Capt. E. C. Swann of
white students (at Southwest- Will and Hal Gerber.
Co. Westinghouse Elect, Gooddepartment of
ern) demonstrated on behalf
"American ideaSs and Poli.7.xear,„City.Inyesting Co., Radio
She appeared briefly in the the Homicide
to the Civil Rights bill (4) headlines three years ago the Memphis Police departtical Responsibility" will be Corpation of America, GenLILY
A
AND
GIRLS
THREE
made it as difficult as possible
the subject of a symposium eral Cable Co.: Union Carbide
have ment said, "until around 10:30
here they st.; and Samynna Hill, nine, for the resolution, recommend- herwhen she attempted to
started achsponsored by the Memphis Co.; Hanes Hosiery Mill s, These three young girls. lion of Jesus, and
at a when her stomach
enrolled
son
young
Shannon
their Easter are seen admiring the tradi- a student at the
ing to the Governor the ap- previously all-white school, ing. After she examined herLeague of Women Voters at Campbell Soup, Battle, FowleY, dressed in
the Down Towner motel on Stokes, Kneel, Mechanics & finery, represented the thou- tional Easter lily. From left, Elementary school. Patricia pointment of a Negro to the The school, Vollentine Ele- self, she found she had the
Tuesday, April 7, at I p.m., Farmer Bank, Pitney-Bowes: sands of little girls In Mem- they are Patricia Lynn Hud- and Angela are students at She/by County Election Corn- mentary, has since been de- bullet hole in her abdomen."
Mrs. Ruffin was carried to
and the general public is in- Persons participating in the phis who trooped to churchson, nine. Angela Fletcher, Hyde Park. (Withers Photo) mission, to pass (5) selected, segregated. One lone Negro
without authority, a sole Ne- student was enrolled there John Gaston hospital by her
Skills Bank in Memphis must es to celebrate the resurrecvited.
seven, both of 2143 Eldridge
husband, along with the pistol
gro out of eight Democrats
Participants will include Lu- register with the Memphis Ur- •
last year.
she had taken away from Mrs.
to serve on our Delegation to
cius E. Burch, Jr., prominent ban League located at 540
The young mother of several
11111111111111111111111111111111111611111111111111111111111111011111111111111I1111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111011
Johnson, and admitted in fair
the National Convention."
attorney and Democratic lead- Beale St. They will be interchildren was charged under condition.
Turner concluded his letter
er; Alexander W. Dann, Jr., viewed to determine their
the statute which makes it a
POLICE CALLED
with "In case you have forprominent attorney and a lead- qualifications, then classified.
oftense for an emCapt. Swann said that ofgotten, my fight within our Federal
ing Republican; Atty. B. L. They will be referred to va1.111111111118181111181111111111111181111a811111111118111111111181111811111181111111111i111111811111188 filliall111111111 i Committee, has been to get ployee in which deposits are ficers had been summoned to
Hooks, Baptist minister, at- rious jobs, locally or even to
insured by the Federal De- 849 Randle around the time
torney and assistant public de- some out-of-the-state job, exPhiladelphia, but very soon the Committee to accept the Posit Insurance Corporation
Seventh in a Series
principle of full participation
with
fender; Rev. Jose E. Wesley, plained Sweatt.
sold
was
he
thereafter
See VICTIM'S, Page 2
to misapply and convert to
Richard Allen—The Preacher
(not tokenism) of Negroes in
chaplain of Christian Brothers He went on to say that
his own use and benefit any
have his whole family to a planter the Democratic Party.
we
which
land,
"This
appressure
college; and Dr. Joseph Riggs 'there will be no
living in Dover, Del., where
sum of money entrusted to the
watered with our tears and
Memphis State university plied on companies to hire. It
bank.
Choir will be our blood, is now our mother he grew to manhood.
College
Lane
project."
mutual
speech professor and curator will be a
Chris-1"
to
converted
was
He
Among those checks which
Bishop Richard
write
Mt.
country,"
at
concert
Know
K
'
History
Negro
Your
in
presented
seek
will
Bank
Skills
of the McKeller papers, who The
Mrs. McFerren was accused
FREE- tianity in 1777 and began his
in
1827
2,
Nov.
Linden
on
538
Allen
church,
CME
Olive
secreand
clerical
such jobs as
_ .will serve as moderator,
minister three The percentage of Negroes of having applied to her own
JOURNAL, the first career as a
The Memphis League of tarial, banking, teaching, book- Ave., Sunday, April 12 at 4 DOM's
by the in the Union Navy was republished by Ne- years later. Moved
Pastor's
newspaper
church's
the
by
p.m.
enaccounting,
and
integratan
keeping
is
See BANK, Page 2
Voters
omen
his stricted to 5 per cent in 1839.
preaching,
Allen's
of
force
Allen
country.
eid organization, and all in- gineer, social work, technical Aid club of which Miss A. B. groes in this
to conhim
permitted
master
the
1760,
14,
terested women are invited to and scientific jobs as well as Phillip is president, Rev. T. was born Feb.
duct prayers and to preach in
C. Lightfoot, Jr. is the pastor. slave of Benjamin Chew in his house and became one of
skilled trades.
join,
The color bar between NeAllen's first converts. It was
gro and white delinquents at
at this point that the planter
Juvenile Court has disapbecame convinced that slavpeared, and nearly all emwas
ery
wrong and permitted
The chairman of the board college was being celebrated ployees at the home are proud
Allen and his other slaves to of trustee at Owen college,
during a program at Metro- that it is working excellently.
obtain their freedom.
Atty. Ben Hooks, announced
"We have not had any
After obtaining his free- that the eollege has taken an politan Baptist church last
trouble," Roy Nixon, Judge
dom, Allen traveled with option on 60-acres of land in Wednesday.
Kenneth Turner's executive
Richard Watcoat, a white lthe Lakeview Homes area for
Plaques were presented to
administrative assistant, reMethodist minister. Bishop the purpose of moving Owen the retiring chairman of the
ported this week.
Francis Asbury also gave him college to the site. The an- board, Rev. S. A. Owen, chairA visit to the detention area
assignments to preach and in nouncement was made while man emeritus, for whom the
white and Ne1786, upon coming to Phila- the 10th anniversary of the college was named and the revealed that
boys are getting along todelphia, he was invited .to
college's first president, Dr. gro
gether without any trouble.
speak at the St. George MethLevi Watkins (1953-1959) who
Nixon said there had been
odist Episcopal church and
is now president of Alabama
a little friction between a Nei various other white churches
State college in Montgomery.
gro and a white youth, but it
in the city.
The plaques were presented
after he told the
ABSALOM JONES
by Dover Crawford, one of the disappeared
two they would be placed in
At first the young clergyman
college's first graduates now
cells if they continued the
thought he would be at ease
president of the Alumni assoargument.
in the white people's church,
ciation.
Before the Court was intebut the problems which faced
The featured address was grated, the white boys were
him became increasingly difCorOrin
R.
Dr.
by
delivered
outSchool's
detained on the third floor
Melrose High
ficult. He preached with such
Smith, ette, director of the Division and the Negro boys were
power that he attracted so standing athlele,IBobbie
of High Education in the U. S.
in
many of his people which will be honored at a celebra- Department of Health, Educa- placed on the ground floor
Bapthe rear.
caused the church to send Ne- tion, set for Mt. Moriah
2634 Carnes Ave., tion and Welfare.
WHITES TRANSFE:1RED
groes to the gallery to wor- tist church,
Now they have all been
Sunday, April 5, at 3:30 p.m. Dr. Cornette said that the
ship.
price transferred to the fear seetion
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. South is paying a high
Finally, one morning as Alfor education. He explained of the court, and Negro and
len and his friends were being Chalmers Smith of 2690 Spotts- "Higher education must be
white prefects work together
shown to the gallery of the wood St., an 11th grader, is a had for the South to come into
in the same offices.
church, the church elder be- star in football, basketball, its own."
Negro and white juvenile
gan to pray, at which point baseball and track. The Mt.
Owen college delinquents are now kept on
Allen and his friends knelt in Moriah Church members has He said that
Sunday, "Bobbie has great opportunities. First, the third floor.
prayer. "We had not long been declared
The only section that has
because it is in the South. It
on our knees, when I raised Smith Day."
The featured speaker will is committed to general ed- riot been desegregated is that
my head and saw one of the
It is a Negro owned for dependent children, and
trustees pulling the ,Rev. Ab- be Frank J. Lewis, former ucation.
operated college. He add- last week there were only a
salom Jones off his knees," coach at MeIrrse, now princi- and
"it has academic breadth few children in that category
reported Allen. "Wait until pal of Grant school. All high ed
sweep of knowledge. It still there.
the prayer is over," the kneel- school students, especially and
"There has been considerbreath of attitude — willPLANNING A LUNCHEON
ing minister urged. The trus- athletes, are invited to attend. has
ingness to recognize other per- able progress made here at the
tee refused and called for the Jesse D. Springer, principal
sored by the Bluff City Jaycees. On the same day at 8 p.m.
Planning a luncheon for participants in this year's "Miss
It
others.
court since Judge Turner came
-sons and appreciate
assistance of another trustee at Booker T. Washington high
the "Bronze Queen" will be selected at the Music Hall of
Bronze Queen" contest are members of the Bluff City
depth of attitude. And it into office," one worker at the
has
general
is
chairman
of
school
to force them up. It was then
the City Auditorium. Going over plant above are: seated—
Junior Chamber of Commerce and members of City Beausite told the Tri-State Dethe affair, which is held an- is a Christian college.
left-right: chillies W. Westbrook, Mei, Theresa Manning, that the group dramatically nually to honor some high
fender, ''but we don't want to
tiful Commission, sponsor of Clean-Up, Fix-Up, Paint-Up
prothe
on
appearing
Others
left
the church in a body.
Mr. Calyerta Ishamel, Ernest L. To*, president of the
stop now.
campaign. Plans were discussed by the Jaycee.* and City
Their withdrawal marked school student outstanding in gram were Dr. Charles L. "There is still room for imJaycees, and Mrs. Miley Johnlean. Standing, Lawrence the
of Owen
Beautiful members during a recent meeting. The lunchbirth of the African Meth- sports. John Johnson, coach Dinkins, president
Mason, Rufus Jones, chairman of the luncheon; and
at Manassas high school, is and Thomas I. Willard, dean- provement at the place," the
eon is set for Friday, April 17 at 1:45 p.m. at Universal
worker said.
See NEGRO, Page Z
registrar.
Publicity chairman
Major Ba,wood. iPhoto By Henry For).
Lite Insurance building, 48$ Linden Ave. It is being soon-

Bank Clerk

Music Program
Set For Sunday
At Gilfield

Sentenced
To Prison

Women Voters To
*Present Speakers

Lane College
off To Sing
Here April 12

Negro Of Bygone Days

„

Owen College Takes Option On
60-Acre-Site In Lakeview Area

Melrose Star
To Be Honored
Sunday At 3:30

/I

Color Bar
Dropped At
Juvenile Ct

:Pass 2
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DEFENDER

Self-Employed Must
Report Earnings Too

PORTER JUNIOR HI BAND
Porter Junior high school senior band took its annual
band trip to Lake Providence. La. recently. One of the
outstanding features of the trip was the orchestra, the
Counterparts, whirl, are shown in the picture above.
Standing from left to right are James Alexander, bass;
Kenneth Williams, cabinet; Alston Matley, clarinet; Slack
Wiggins, tenor saxophone; Lawrence Matlock. clarinet;

Steve Holt, drums; Freddie Mitchell, trumpet; Donald
Hines, piano; Leon Cain, trumpet; Sims Newbern and
Patrick Withers, trumpet; Richard Griffin, trombone; Mr.
Harry Winfield, band conductor; McKinley Dandridge,
barit::ne saxophone; Ronald Stevenson, tenor saxophone;
Ile•man Mitchell, alto saxophone; Johnny Johnson, alto `-s
saxophone; James Scruggs, alto saxophone; Larry Flowery.

alto saxophone; Clarence Henderson, alto saxophone:
Alan Kirkwood, alto saxophone; George Scott, alto saxophone; l'halon Jones, alto saxophone. Vocalist Janis
Jones is holding the trophy presented to the band for its
outstanding performance. Also performing were six other
bands and orchestras. Activities were held at G. W. Griffin high school in Lake Providence, La.

BEEF SALE!!!
BIG "0" brings you Heavy Western Beef That's Naturally Tender, Most Flavorful By
Far. Each Piece of BIG "D" Corn Fed Beef is Carefully Cut and Value-Way Trimmed Before Weighing and Each Piece is BIG "0" GUARANTEED TO SATISFY

Charles Evers Says
His Life Threatened

NO FORCED PURCHASES...JUST LOW PRICES...
•CHELSEA at THOMAS
•MACON at WELLS STA.
•SUMMER at NATIONAL

• COOPER at CENTRAL
• QUINCE at SEA ISLE
• McLEMORE at NEPTUNE • NATIONAL at JACKSON
• GETWELL at BARRON
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR.

PRICES IN THIS
AD GOOD THRU
APRIL 7, 1964

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

ROUND

PURE
Ground Beef
SELECT
Small Spareribs
Boneless Sirloin
'Franks
SOU TTHALSArt7Do R

39c
ti 45'
99c
45'

lb

STEAK
T-BONE
STEAK
Rib Steak
Boiling Beef
Fishsticks
Chuck Roast

lb.

CORN FED
ECONOMICAL
SO-FRESH
BLADE CUT

19,
24-oz. 79c
Pkg.
45'
lb

HEAD LETTUCE
10'
E. 10'

THE
TUMBLER
For Better Taste.
Keep it HOT! Keep it COLD!,

THERM-0 WARE
GUARANTEED
DISHWASHER SAFE • STAINPROOF
UNHARMED BY BOILING OR FREEZING
12 OZ. CAPACITY o UNBREAKABLE
Regular

LIFETIME LEAKPROOF SEAL

$1.00

INNER '
LINER

VALUE
ONLY

29'

INSULATION
.----------- SPACE
ti...,,,..___
i .

CT
JACKET

AT

ALL BIG "D' FOOD STORES

CHUCK
STEAK

EGGS
3
70

LARGE

Fresh

Med. noz.3

STOCK -UP

White

AND :SAVE!

NOW

APPLE SAUCE
CREAM CORN
SWEET PEAS
JELLO
BISCUITS
MARGARINE
PRESERVES
SWEET PICKLES
CUT CORN
SCOT TISSUE

DEL MONTE_ GOLDEN

SCHOOL DAYS 4-Sv
ASSORTED FLAVORS

PILLSBURY

BALLAD

TOP TASTE

also
JAMS and JELLIES

W

WHOLE OR
SANDWICH CHIPS

GARDEN FRESH

$
1

J 0f 5

C

ASSORTED
COLORS

I6.oz
Cans

8.o.
Can

SWEETHILK or BUTTERm

i3LUE PLATE

6
6 si
7„,..,cons $1
10kg', $1
14 $1
71:. $1
38..,
3 $1
5 $i
12
6:,

STOKELY'S

GELATIN

LOS ANGELES — (UPO—Charles Evers, brother
of slain Negro leader Medgar Evers, said he received
a telephone threat before leaving Mississippi saying
he would be killed in California, but dismissed it as
a "crank call."
Charles Evers, who succeeded his brother as Mississippi different plane a day later
field secretary for the National from that taken by his wife,
Association for the Advance- Myrtle,
On the same plane with
ment of Colored People, came
here to Participate in an evers was Ethel Madison, 15,
"Easter Freedom" parade" one of the Birmingham schoolSunday afternoon. He also girls injured in the blast which
joined in a freedom festival killed four children last Sepof performers at the Memorial tember.
Sports Arena.
"Medgar and
I always
agreed we could never worry about death threats," said
Charles Evers. "We both felt
Continued from Page 1
we'd rather die for a cause
than to die for nothing — and i odist church in 1787 which was.
if it's going to happen to you,. founded by Allen and Absait's going to happen."
lom Jones. It was then that
He said the threat to which lAllen said: "I soon saw a large
he referred was made from a 'field open in seeking and inman who told him Byron de structing my African brethren
la Beckwith, accused of slay- I who had been long forgotten."
ing his brother, was born a The special needs of his peoCalifornian. "We're going to ple aroused him to action in
let California kill you, too," their behalf.
he said the telephone caller ;NEGRO EDUCATION
threatened.
During the period 1801-1831,
Evers, who declined to dis- Allen attained the stature of
cuss de la Beckwith's first a race leader not achieved by
trial, said he had flown on a'any other Negro and thereafter
unequalled until the rise of
Frederick Douglas. In laying
the foundation for a national
denomination, A lien was
founding the first interstate
Continued from Page 1
association of Negro Ameri'Mrs. Ruffin was shot, but cans. Devout Methodist though
after they arrived they were he was, Allen thought in secular terms as well as reliunable to find a victim.
He said Mrs. Johnson was gious. Both during the Free
African
Society and as an into be charged with assault to
murder, carrying a pistol and dependent pamphleteer, he
shooting within the city limits. was an early and courageous
anti-slavery spokesman. He
gave his denomination a decided Abolitionist orientation
from the outset.
"I entreat you," he said in a
typical Address to the People
STARTS SAT. APRIL 4
of Color in 1831, "to consider
ONE BIG WEEK
the obligation we are under to
help forward the cause of
freedom." He threw himself
into efforts to develop Negro
education and was the principal organizer, with James
Forten, of the Free Negro
Convention Movem en t, of
which he was elected president. Allen was particularly
insistent that the Negro must
become group conscious; that
the initiative for the crusade
for final freedom must come
from within the Negro group
itself working in association
with sympathetic whites; that
group solidarity would be an
indispensable element in them",
anti-slavery crusade.
Allen was elected Bi hop of
lir
the AME Church in 1816
and
continued to preside until his
death on March 22, 1831.
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BIG "D" GRADE "A"

Bag 10C
Red Radishes
Turnips PURPLE TOP
10,
Red Potatoes NEW
10C

lot

CORN FED

65'

LOOK WHAT 100 WILL BUY!
Texas. Carrots
Yellow Corn
GREEN ONIONS

85

CHUCK
ROAST

lb.

•
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aspired
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tore di.
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Negro

BONELESS

75

•

Prompt and accurate re- ployed farmers were first
porting of net earnings was brought under social security
describe today as "the only in 1955, Jim was too busy to
way to assure self-employed give much thought to it. He
people of social security pro- had his share of farm chores
tection in future years.” In a and a new baby in the family.
joint notice to self-employed Jim thought of social security
people, Warren Maddox, Social as something for older people
Security district manager, and like Jenkins, his neighbor, who
James O'Hara, district direc- was drawing old-age insurance
to,r of. Internal Revenue, ad- benefits after 30 years of work
.vised that the 1963 Federal ,n- as a machinst. Jim thought he
come tax returns, (Form 10401 could wait a bit before looking
must be filed on or before into this social security bustness.
April 15, 1964.
Jim changed his mind and
O'Hara stated that a selfemployed person must file a decided to look into this "busitax return and pay the self- ness" after a speaker at his
employment tax if net earn- local farm association explainings for the year were at least ed social security's survivors
$400, even if no income tax is benefits. It reminded him of
his wife and small son. He
I payable.
Maddox reminded self-em- filed an income tax return and
ployed persons that any old- paid the social security tax for
age, survivors, and disability 1958 Profits were small that
insurance benefits payable to year. He also filed and paid
them and their families will for 1959, 1960, and 1961, but
be based on credits reflecting profits were a little better. But
reported earnings. If earnings then Jim lost his health; late
are not reported or if they are in 1962 he died.
Jim's widow applied for soincorrectly reported, benefit
amounts may be reduced — in cial security benefits for hersome cases lost entirely — self and the child. These benwhen the worker retires, be- efits are helping her now to
hold on to the farm. When
comes disabled, or dies,
Jim's son grows up he will be
AN EXAMPLE
To illustrate the importance able to take over the farm
of reporting self-employment business as his dad intended—
earnings. Maddox, cited the thanks to Jim's foresight in
case of a young farmer with protecting his family through
a large family. When self-em- social security.
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T

WHIM • Ilcant[1
°L • kintik
is ALSO
IT'S A
SLICE-OP-WIPE
PICTURE!

22.o
Jars

16.0,
Pkgs

Rolls1

DONALD PLEASE/ICI • CORAL
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WM FIT
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ow.m......WARIMUN SIMS

Bank
Continued from Page I
use was a $331.25 check
made
out by the Board of
Education
to Mrs. Ossie A.
Tol:...rt of
1318 S. Barksdale.
The attractive young
matron
was accused of having
forged
and applying to her
own use
four other checks
which
amounted to $1,705.
Early this week, Mrs.
McFerren was still in the
Shelby
County Jail awaiting
transferal
to a Federal
detention institution.
She will be sent by
automobile to the Woman's Reformatory in Wert Virginia to
serve her sentence.
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A MUSICIAN was describ- annual Jubilee celebration.
ing a local young fellow who THE BIG SURPRISE of the
aspired to become a concert Jubilee this year will be
artist — but failed because na- "Queen." Reportedly, she will
ture did not provide him the not be a Memphis girl.
facilities of a great voice. The
JUDGING BY THE TEMPmusician described the would- ERATURE in the Shelby
be-great singer as "a little song County Executive Committee,
who wanted to bele sympho- the feud between Jesse Turnny."
er and Chairman Jainee Irwin
SEATING SPACE at the Big is a long ways from being setM last weekend was obtained tled.
at a premium at meal time. WHEN OWEN COLLEGE
The Omegas were holding their observed its 10th anniversary
annual Regional meeting at during a program at MetroUniversal Life Insurance build- politan Baptist church last
"ling and ate their meals at the Wednesday evening, Dr. R.
Big M.
Orin Cornett, director in the
A WOULD-BE-KING of this Division of Higher Education
year's Cottonmakers' Jubilee of the U. S. Office of Educawas uncovered as a "common- tion, department of Health, Eder." The whole plot revealed ucation and Welfare, deliverthat he was seeking to be nam- ed the featured address. He
ed King and at the opportune was very good. The man had
time he was going to renounce a message but so few Memhis title in order to embarass phians — many of them needDr. and Mrs. R. Q. Venson, ing a good message — were
orginators of the celebration. not there. We regret that such
The young man is known to sparse crowd availed itself of „
be affiliated with a local or- the information Dr. Cornette
ganization which opposes the so freely gave.

Negro Criminality Fostered
By Whites, Says Noted Writer

'.1-U-G-S LIVING ADS'

HONORABLE MENTION

made
ation
rt of
atron
orged
n use
hich
Mchelby
:nsfer
instiautoRetO

ships.
Mr. Fletcher, a member of
the Mathematical Association
of America and the American
Mathematical Society, returned to the LeMoyne facully last
Septembc,•

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Seventy-five Negro life insurance
officials meeting here were
warned they must drastically
reduce turnover among agents
and policyholders, and increase
sales sharply or face business
ises in coming years.
The :25th Mid-Year agency
officers conference of the NaCALL US BEFORE YOU
tional Insurance Association
ARE EMBARRASSED
heard this theme at its openNEW YORK — Dr. George
ing session by its executive director, and the warning was I. Duca, executive director of l'WE
underscored by William A. the Federation of French AlClement, CLU, NIA president. liances in the United State,.
CALL
Ralph K. Lindop of New announced today that the
York, and J. E. Hankins, pres- French Club of Virginia Union
ident of Matranoth Life and University has been chosen as
Accident Insurance Company. the recepient of a six-week
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Louisville, re-emphasized the Scholarship for Study in Paris
challenge in the final session. this summer.
Lindop, one of the country's The Scholarship Committee
most sought after life and dis- of the Alliances in Paris.
ability insurance sales consul- headed by Sidney A. Michell,
tants, delivered a two-hour President of the Alliance with
lecture on techniques for re- offices in New York City apducing agent turnover. He proved the Summer Course
said the industry turns over which will commence July 1
90 per cent of its sales force and conclude August 28.
This award carries a stipend
every five years at a cost of
millions of dollars per year. of one thousand Francs, but
New means of hiring and the student to be chosen must
paying, based on sales of dis- defray the cost of transportaability insurance, can provide tion. The student will study
gladequate income to new sales- a the Language School of
en during the three years it French Alliance in Paris.
Dr. Elisabeth Johnson, rod
takes to become expert in life
insurance sales, Lindop said. Dr. Julia Y. Lee, Head of the
The job ahead for insurance Division of Humanities and
managements is to match the Professor of French, respectivegrowth of knowledge and ly will select the student along
earning capacity in other in- with Union's Dean, ,Wendell
dustries, Hankins declared. P. Russell. Dr. Lee, faculty adAutomobile, Furniture
Managers must achieve new visor to the French Club statSi
ti
sales by properly directing the ed today that the selection
Then• Is 0 reason why peopi•
will be made in mid April.
activities of others, he said.
Ilk. to do busin•ss with us. You,
toe, will like our courteous treatmentend Oslo() to help you.
TrY Malcolm's Army, Jo
"Open Thursday
u
and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
SANTA CI:ARA, Calif. —
Saturdays 9:00 to 100
(UPI) — A stint in the armed
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
The 40th Ward Civic Club Hetn• Owned - 1-lome Operated
forces might turn a 90-pound
weakling into a man, but in has made plans for its annual
DIXIE
the case of Danna Jo Salmon- tea, and fashions show to be
FINANCE COMPANY
son, even the big brass would held Sunday, April 5 at the
"W• like to say yes to your
probably want to leave well Chicago Park school from 4:30
loan request"
enough alone.
Examined and Supervised by
to 6:30 p.m. Models will dishe State Department of
Danna Jo is a pretty, 18- play fashions from tots, teenInsuranc• and Banking.
year-old, blonde blue - eyed agers and young women.
2 LOCATIONS
Mrs. M. Alexander is chairsenior at Santa Clara High
school who somehow got list- man of the tea. M. R. Davis is III S. Main, JA 1-1561
ed in the draft records as Dan president of the club and Mrs. 152 Madison, JA 5-7611
M. Canida is club reporter
Minna,
-.

ir

Thrift Club Holds
Series Of Meetings

,Charm Clinic
By
Chicagoan

Li▪censed and
Bonded

Off To France

KILL TO LIVE'

Conducted

JACKSON, Tenn.
M r s.
Homer (Mollie Dee) Alexander
was guest consultant for the
harni clinic sponsored by
Sigma Rho Sorority, Inc. for
its 1964 debutantes, it was
:held last Saturday, at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. W. R.
!Bell. Soror Bell, the charming
hostess, was stunning in an
'olive green A-lined shift. Mrs.
Alexander, known as 'Chick"
, was very charming in a pur4)Ie sheath with matching acI cessories.
She counseled the girls on
several areas of personal development. She also helped
the girls to analyze their appearance and personality, calling special attention to their
points needing correcting.
,

The NigIningale Thrift club
has held a series of bi-monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Suie Alexander, of Olympic
St., Mrs. Minnie Arnold of N.
Bellvue St.. Mrs. Mary Beatty
of Olympic, Mrs. Fannie
Brazzle of Bowen Rd., Mrs.
Katie McGuire of Kindale St.
and Mrs. Thelma Davis of Marble St.

DAVID METER

Students Hear
Woman Lecture
On Rocks, Gems

—
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*
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
a:

$1 ••i
•iw CAR WASH
8 A.M.-6P.M.
a
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Sat. or Sun $1.25
Sat. Open 3 A.M. to 6 PA.
Sun. Open I AM. to 2 P.M.

Ph. FA 7-6033

NEED
CASK:
r71tel
.
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The annual "Mister or Miss
Jubilect" contest is warming
foward flaming heat. More
than 35 candidates are vying
for the title which carries with
it an all-cotton wardrobe and
a scholarship to the college of
the winner's choice.
Nat D. Williams, "Jubileil"
chairman for the Cotton Makers' Jubilee, announces that an
overflow crowd is expected
at the Music hall of the City
auditorium Friday, April 3,
when all contestants will be
presented at 8 p.m.
Winner of the "Jubilect"
title will lead all Jubilee processions and parades, as well
as be featured with the Court
which is composed of the five
finalists and escorts, on the
elaborate floats in the grand
Jubilee Parade set for Friday,
May 15, at 8 p.m.
More schools are participating in this year's Jubilect contest than ever before in the
history of the Jubilee said
Chairman Williams. Among
schools participating are: Geetet, Mt: Pisgah, Shelby County
Training School, Carver, Doug-

1. XII and ,ixth grmie students at the Walker Elementary school at 322 King rd.,
were given a lecture and demonstration on rocks recently
by Mrs. Emily M. Bettey.
Her display included rocks
from the Southern United
States, and as far away as
Africa and ranged from the
quartz crystals used in the
making of radios, to clay rock
and bauxite used in making
aluminum.
The most colorful display
was of ore front which gold :
had been extracted.
A
farmer Massacihusetts
public school teacher, Mrs.
Bettey lectures on rocks and
gems and specializes in handmade jewelry and polished
stones.

Monday

•

Friday

II I
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CHEVROLET SHOWROOM
367 UNION /CH VROLET/ 527-4471

Down

$C000
J7 a

$ 5.40
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
HOME VISITS DAY OR NIGHT
CA
- L L 635 Mississippi Aye.
Phone 526-2381

ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Underwrrters

for

EYE
have
St!
(over all other vodkas*)

FREE LICENSE
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY CAR

SPECIAL OFFER SALESMEN
Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.

Sterling P. Cook
Scott L. Smith
This offer is handle only by the above named salesmen
367 UNION • IA 7-4471

it,, COnfinentof

the

Month

40th Ward Club
Gives Annual Tea

A report that Mrs. Jewel
Gentry Hulbert, columnist for
the Memphis World, attended
a recent dancing party of the
VIP Social club at Holiday
Inn on Union St.
Society Merry - Go - Round
stated that Mrs. Gentry was
escorted to the affair by
Charles Lewis, when it should
have read that he escorted
Miss Faye Gentry to the
dance.
The Tri-State Defender Regrets any embarrassment caused to the three persons involved.
Mrs. Hulbert said that she
was present at the affair, but
that she went alone.

Hospital Insurance, $15.00 per day with $300.00
Surgery benefits, per month .(Age to 80)

NEW 1964 CHEVY 11
$0000
7J

A Correction

SPECIAL. RATES FOR
HOME OWNERS & PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
SAVE UP TO 35°
Deductible Collision & Comprehensive
$69.00
Fire Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for
$16.01
Fire Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
$25.52

le
la

Rem•••••••••••••sisams••••••? '

lass, Hamilton, Lester, Manassas, Melrose, Patterson aa n d
Booker T. Washington.
Mrs. R. Q. Venson is coordinator of the Jubilee and
Dr. R. Q. Venson is founder
el the organization.

AUTO LIABILITY $59.46

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH'
• ,11
•
3100 Summer at Baltic

0.Z, EVERS

—Quick Loans—

1

W. T. FLETCHER

The Porter Junior high
!School PTA will give its annual benefit tea on next Sunday. April 5, in the cafetoriam
between 4 and 6 p.m., and the
general public is invited.
Committees under the chairmanship of Mrs. V. I,. Jones
are presenting the affair enti t led "Spring-O-Rama."
Proceeds from the teas in
past years have gone for educational material for t he
school, and that raised this
year will be used to buy
material not furnished by the
Boa rd of Education.
Mrs. C. D. Hill, president of
the Porter PTA, said that the
organization is proud of the
material it has furnished ill
past years.
Proceeds from a recent
"Hootenanny" featuring teacher talent will go towards the
homeroom quota of one dollar
for each pupil enrolled.
A. 137-Owens, Jr., is principal of the school, and Chastern' Thompson assistant principal.

Services, Inc. Seen seated left to right are
the Misses Myrna William, Diane Westbrooks, Georgia Hawkins. Mari Truitt and
Dianna Briscoe. Standing left to right are
Misses Delores Strickland. Patsy Strong,
Beatrice Rush. Doris Price, Angela Flowens. Brenda Rice, Claudette Tucker, Eva
Brittenum and Georgia Garmon. 'Withers
Photo).

35 Vying For Title In
'Jubilect' Contest Set
For Friday At Music Hall

`Spring-O-Rama,
Benefit Tea To
Be Held Sunday

Fletcher Gets Grant
For Doctoral Study

Fashion Show
'ces'
Hi Sucs

elegance."
Narrating the show w;iMrs. Marion Mitchell, Model'.
included Mrs. Pauline Swal,.
Mrs. Doris Dotson, Mrs. Doi a
Wells, Mrs. Eunice Carruther,,
Mrs. Marie Hill, Mrs. Ida Jone
Mrs. Judie Eiland, Mrs. Thelma Davidson and Mrs. Doretio
Merrill.
Mrs. I. Wallace was chilli man of the show. Mrs. Modes
sa Coleman was vice-chairmo,
and Mrs. U. B. James wii•
publicity chairman.

Lee Jenkins, Tallahasse. Fla., also received
honorable mention, and four others were
named Woodrow Wilson Fellows. Sherman
I.. Greene. Nashville; Ronald E. Mickens,
Petersburg, Va.; Horace R. Carney. Jr.,
Tuskegee; and Mose, A. McKissack.
Nashville,

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — These three high
ranking Fisk university seniors have received honorable mention as Woodrow
Wilson Fellows for 1964. They are (from
left) Barbara Brown, Gulfport, Miss.: Gall
Berry, Cincinnati, Ohio: and Ada Theresa&
Whittaker, Nashville. A fourth student,

Is inure crime directed at have fostered Negro criminaliWilliam T. Fletcher, aswhite people by northern Ne- ty, not only by enslaving, op- sociale professor of Mat hemagroes than by southern Ne- pressing, and segregating Ne- tics at LeMoyne college, has
digroes? Yes, believes a psy- groes, but by assuming that
absence
chiatrist who has spent much they are naturally criminal,!been granted leave of
time in the South studying the naturally infantile — some- to continue his study for the
doctorate
problem.
thing less than adult.supHe states that few Negro ' Mr. Fletcher, who is
"Unquestionably Negroes in
ported ,by
S7,350 National
the South are more afraid criminals have been rehabiliof the white world and hence tated by severe punishmeni, Science Foundation Science
Fellowship, will reless criminal toward it," re- modern penal methods, or so- Faculty
turn to Michigan State Univerports Dr. Robert Coles.
ciologists. He. does, however,
sity for summer study and
"When they move North, see a ray of hope in Negro hen enroll at University of
the terror is lessened. Venge- criminals who belong to the Idaho in the fall to pursue a
ance is no longer restricted to Black Muslim movement.
research project on "the deone another. Now they can "They have, it seems, been ccmposition of Lie Algebras
wreak it upon the white changed by daily assembly in if prime characteristic."
world. The difference, as any- mutual support and respect as
The young mathematics proone who has lived in the South well as in sanctioned hate,"
fessor received the B. S. deknows,. is in those colorfully Dr. Coles writes. "Improvegree magna cum laude in 1956
uniformed Mississippi state Ment seems to follow some
from North Carolina College
police fingering automatic sense of shared worth as Neat Durham, and earned the
rifles."
groes, some chance to express
M. S. degree from the same
Dr. Coles' article on Negro fully and publicly their des- institution in 1958. Both decrime appears in a special sup- pair and rage at what it has grees were in mathematics.
plement, "Crime and Punish- been like to be colored."
STUDIED AT MSU
ment," in the April issue of
He taught at LeMoyne unHarper's Magazine.
til 1960 and then enrolled at
He states that there is more
Michigan State University and
vrime among Negroes than
remained there through the
mong whites, but.emphasizes
academic year of 1963,
that colored people have more
pleting all course work and
reason to become criminals
Member,. of the 11:,ttie Lee language requirements for the
"We must examine what Temple
1095 of Elks and Ph.D. degree in Mathematics.
has preceded the lives of toeducational depart- During his stay at Milebigan
the Elk'sNo.
day's Negroes, and particularly ment
he was supported by a
S,.
said That a recent spon- State,
of Negro criminals," he writes sored fashion show
$2,200 graduate assistantship
was
in his article. "Their past will big success."
Adding "not in and two $4,000 United Negro
show that, wittingly or not, we
years have so much been dash- , College Fund Faculty Fellow— —
ed into fashions with spring

Insurance Men
Warned Against
Rapid Turnover

This charming bevy of high school seniors
will be featured as costumed living ads at
the Tenth Annual Charity Ball of the
J-C-G-S,' Inc., Friday, April 3, at the
Mezzanine Ballroom of The Auditorium.
The formal event will again benefit the
community project of the organisation,
support, guidance and counselling of onwed mothers, in cooperation with Family

*A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

Casualry Co.

ri

SATURDAY, APRIL 4. 1964

SATI

DEFENDER

1 Social Club Plans Trip For Summer
The Ladies of the IC Rail- uled for April 16 at 2 p.m. at
road social club were enter- the home of Mrs. Velma Wiltamed in the home of Mrs. Le- liams, 084 Walker Ave. Mrs.
ola Shelby of W. Burdock St., Irma Varnado is president.
during the first meeting of Mrs. Irene White is club reporter.
spring held last week.
Plans for the club's summer
vacation were discussed. A
tour of Grant's farms in St.
Louis was considered. During
An "Appreciation Day" for
the social hour a luncheon was
served. A table and buffet the pastor of Cumming Street
were adorned with early Baptist Church, Rev. Eugene
spring flowers. The hostess Waller and his family, has
been planned for Sunday,
was Mrs. Beulah Sanifer.
Presiding were Mrs. Lethie April 5 at 3 p.m.
Guest speaker will be Rev.
Porter, activities chairman, and
Mrs. Leola Shelby, vice presi- H. C. Cherry of First Baptist
church on Broad Ave. Chairdent.
The next meeting is ached- man of the affair is Mrs. Savannah Re i d. Chairman of
publicity is Mrs. Dora Tatum.

•

To Honor Pastor.

Lanes Choir To Sing
At Mt, Olive Church

BAPTIST CONVENTION LUNCHEON
The annual program and fellowship luncheon of the
Women's auxiliary of the Tennessee Regular Baptist
Convention was held recently at St. Peter Baptist church
on Pillow St. Above are: Mrs. Inez M. Brooks, president
of the Women's auxiliary; Mrs. L. A. Hamblin, vice President; Mrs. J. L. Campbell, Mrs. L. M. Ewell, secretary;
Mrs. Nora Bell Harrison, assistant secretary; Mrs. Nancy
Joyner, treasurer; Mrs. Alberta Maiden, pianist, Mrs.
Eunice Buce chairman of finance and Mrs, N. A. Craw-

ford, director of Young People. And Mesdames Elise Cooper, 'della Watson, M. E. Hill, M. Brookins, C. J. Gaston,
Nanunie Cole, Henry McMiller, Mary B. McMullen, Paulette Giles, Fannie Lee, J. W. Simmons, Carey Thomas,
Rosa Langley, Melvina Edwards, Alberta Brown, L. C.
Merriweather, Nancy Jerone, Mattie Williams, L. Hart,
'della Mannings, Leathan Cumthings, Mary Washington,
Lucile Foley, Caine Rawlins, Mackie Cowins, Dora Miller,
Beatrice.Joyncer, Oree Brown, Della Jackson, Marie Tal-

bert, Annie M. Jackson, Carrie Jones, Eteria Foster, Odessa Iludscm, Bessie Boykin, Agnes Blow, Nellie Dockery,
Willie M. Parhams, Treatha McKinney, Rosa Webb, Rev.
C. M. Lee, pastor of Pilgrim Rest Baptist church, who was
the featured speaker at the luncheon; Rev. E. V. Jones,
Rev, C. J. Gaston, pastor of St. Peter church, the hest;
Rev. 0. L. Mays, Rev. S. H. Champion, Rev. J. L. Morris,
Rev. J. L. Hall and Rev. P. Moody. Rev. A. E. Campbell
is president of the convention (Photo by Henry Ford).

Informal Party
To Launch Mt.
Olive's Women

AN AWARD
An award for Grant School PTA is being
Presented to school's PTA president, Mrs.
Addle B. Boyd (left) by the president of
Bluff City PTA Conan, Mrs. Margurite
Turner. Witnessing the presentation is the

principal of the school, Frank J. Lewis.
The certificate was presented to Grant
PTA in recognition of outstanding work —
a ten per cent Increase in membership for
the 1963-64 school year.

He Sings And Sells Insurance
The Union Protective Life iUnion Protective was promptInsurance company recruited ed by the excellent opporto its ordinary department tunity offered
him to make
David Porter of 1379 Oaklawn St., this February and he progress in the field of busiis presently in training f or ness.
special ordinary life insurance Porter enjoys the profitable
representative.
- hobby of singing as a partPorter. a 1961 graduate of time recording artist for reBooker T. Washington high cording company.
school, has attended LeMoyne !' The father of three, he is
college. He is a former em- married to the former Willie
ployee of Big D Food Store, Ann Dent of Memphis. He is
where he commendably rose the son of Mrs. Coreen Porter
to the position of produce of 259 Maryland St.
manager.
Energetic, ambitious and a
potential career man, Porter
states that his resignation
from the "Big D- chain to accept employment with the

The Lane College Choir of
Jackson, Tenn., will be presented in concert on Sunday
afternoon, May 12, at Mt
Olive ChM Cathedral at 4
p.m. and the public is invited.
The concert is being sponsored by the Pastor's Aid
club, of which Miss A. B. Phillips is president, and Mrs.
Elise Owen, publicity chairman. Rev. T. C. Lightfoot is
pastor of the church.

Youth Day Slated
Next Sunday At
New Hope Baptist

Annual Youth Fellowship
Day will be observed at New
Hope Baptist church on Sunday, April 5, and the theme
will be "Evaluation of Youth
Life."
The guest speaker at the 3
p.m. service will be Jack Foster, assistant chief probation
officer at Juvenile Court. MuIn Chg., Jim Crow Sings sic will be furnished
by the
ROCHESTER, Minn. — Bellevue Junior choir.
(UPI) — Five men were The morning sermon will
charged with robbery and all be delivered by Rev. C. B.
because a sparrow sang.
Burgs, the pastor.
Police said Gerald Sparrow Miss Nouveleane Godwin is
confessed his part in two arm- chairman of the program and
ed holdups and Implicated the Miss Loretta Ward is co-chairothers.
man.

COMPLETE
YOUR LOVELY
WEDGEWOOD & CO. LTD.
PINK HOPE DINNERWARE
COMPLETE
PIECES AVAILABLE
AT BIG STAR MOM! .

The first of several affairs,
which will culminate with
Women's Day on April 26 at
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral,
will be launched at the church
on Friday night, April 3, at a
"Come As You Are" party.
It will include games, a talent search and refreshments,
and the public is invited.
!qrs. Minnie Lee Allen is
chairman of the fellowship
activity which is being coordinated by club and board
presidents.
• Other events planned during
the month include a concert
by the Lane college choir on
April 12; a fellOwship breakfast April, 19, and a tea at 4
p.m. on April 19.
Mrs. Grace Williams is general chairman of Women's Day
activities and Miss Sarah Medcalf is co-chairman.
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot is pastor
of the church.

•

Miss C
Senior
son, 1
annual
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CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Co/ors arid Co/or
Combinotione
Bodges for Ushers and
Orgonieorions
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
Pulpits, Pent, Comm. Tablet

•
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Lowest Prices Available
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 H SLICE.
CS Whitehall St., SW.
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Gea0Stat

sit:*

SAVE 80*I.'hi=Cfre!ivce:fed
milk

•

'0*
T
MILK
111 MIDWES
AT YOUR FOOD

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

NURSE

CAN YOU USE

to
MORE CASH?
CURE MORE
CITY FINANCE
GIVE MORE to
STERICK BUILDING
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY
GROUND FLOOR

'WHERE FOLKS lIKE YOU
GET PRIIIRENTIKS
SERVICE"

OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove
5117 Sonetta

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
10:A.M. 'Til Dark

LAKEVIEW
GARDEN
These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room -Kitchen and Den.
•
F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND

STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!
• es

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

398-1956

PEACE REALTY
4787 Hornlake Rd.

TAILORS

BHS
INC.

24$

Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
Meintpliii, Trim eeeee
"YOUR Company Makes What Yea Ask Fes And
Creates Whet Yee Think Of"

Redeem Your Valuable
Dinnerware & Quality
Stamps Coupons
Now! at Big Star
Coupon series #6
good thru
Sat. April 4th

•
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Miss Carolyn McQueen is being crowned the 1964 "Miss
Senior V-Teen by the outgoing queen, Miss Mary Robinson, 1963 Queen of Manassas high school during the
annual Y-Teen Spring Formal dance held at the Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA last week. Miss: McQueen is a
senoir at Booker T. Washington high school. At the left

Is Miss Elaine White, li‘st alternate, who is a student
at Geetcr high school. She l being escorted by %Valliant
Smith. At the right are William IVoods :ind Larry Suarez.
Second alternate. net shown on the photo, is Miss Ernestine Jackson of Oates Manor Community club. —
(Photo by Bills Duncan)

Sea lei,. left -right: Rebecca Porter, 16 year old
daughter
of Mr, Nettie Porler. 1193 Texas St.: Gentry Delaney, 16
year old son of Mr. Gentry Delaney, Sr., 163 Dison
Maxine Oliver. 16 year old daughter of Mr. tint! Nlis.
Bailor(' Paschall. 1:13/1 Kentucky Si.: Lower Blair, 17
year old son of Mr. and Sirs. Ervin Blair, 2050 Riversid,
Drive. standing: Mary Campbell, 16 year old
daughter of
31rs. 91. C. McChriston, 113 Goodloe St.; Carolyn Greer,

18 year eld daughter of Mrs. B.:side Greer, 1292 Ingle
St.:
Elvin Shaek. 19 year 111(1 soil of Mr. James E. Smith,
264
Huffily:ton St.; Clotieal Adams. 17 year old daughter of
Rev. :mil Sirs. c. S. joyner, 203 First st.; Carla
Cunningham, 17 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs, J.
Cunningham, 2:: W. Fields St. Teacher -sponsors are 3lesdames
ken:. Davis, Delois Brack and Juan Johnson.

HAMILTON HIGH
SCHOOL ENTRY
l'uth Ann flanks. 17 Year ote
rantldaughter of Mrs. Fannie
Washington,• 1486 Oaklawn Si.
Mrs. Helen Waterford is the
teacher-sponsor.

LESTER HIGH SCHOOL ENTRIES
Voyoe Jones, Cheryl Means. 17 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Means,
Sr., 604 Lester St.: Eleanor Banks, 18 year
old daughter of Mrs. Marie Banks, and
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
Price, 648 Tillman St.; Faye Ward, 16 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ward,
2926 Mimosa St. Teacher-sponsors are
Mesdames Earline Holmes, Doris Ray and
Frieda Sartin.

SMITH SUNDRY
948-5215

1441 Florid St.

Shannon To Give
Tea At Church
Left to right: Georgia Harris, 16 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Harris,
6353 Highway 51 North; Lejoice Davis, 17
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs_ Frank
Davis. 7668 Currie Dr. Standing: Katherine Turner, 17 year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley IV. Turner, 3476 Cypress
Rd.; Sylvia Smith. 13 year old daughter
cf 31r. and Mrs. `fargan Smith. 6356 Highway 51 North. Taeher-sponsors are Mrs.
Pearl Priddy and Maurice Warrem. iPhotos by Ernest A. Withers,.

The Shannon Elementary
'school will present its annual
'"See, Chat and Chew" tea at
the Summcrfield Baptist
' church on Sunday. April 5, he:tween 4 and 6 p.m., and the
public is invited.
The tea will include a rash, inn show and music festival.
,Donations will be received.
, Sam W. Helm is principal of
,the school and Mrs. Arilla Mililer is president of the school's
:
PTA.

VISITING
Visiting Juvenile Court to see handicapngd
children are the above representatives of
Mallory Knights. Charitable organization.
with the director of the special service department of the Court, which was creat,t1
after Judge Kenneth Turner started his
administration. The director, Mrs. Nancy
Ratliff. kneeling in front with one of to •
handicapped children, s5-year old Claud,
Shorn, k.:rt at Julenile Court because
there are no other facilities available 10
her. At the left is Carl Smith. On the right

is Barry I.. Strong, director of
lile organization. Standing are, leftright, Mrs. Minnie M. Wright. Mrs. Ralph
Lofton and Rev. D. F. Herring. Jr.. president of Mallory Knights. Claudia has been
in custody of Juvenile Court two years
since she was found abandoned by her
narents. Mrs. Ratliff said "the judge Is
trying tim seek better treatment for handicapped children. The juvenile court has
neither facilities or staff for adequate
treatment for these children."

ROLL-A-WAY
• LANES
1428 Michigan
MT. PISGAH HIGH SCHOOL CONTESTANTS

Bowling Shoes Will Be Given Away
FREE: *Shoes •Coffee & Donuts

Seated—left-right; Jensie Mae Molten, 17 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Molten. Sr. 2184 Henrietta Rd.;
Portia Lee Bell, 17 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Watson Bell, 5829 Raleigh Rd.; Ola Mae Edinbourgh, 17 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Edinbourgh, 1694 MC
Pisgah Rd. Standing: Edna Mae Knox, 17 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. °lions Knox, Sr., 5885 Twins Rd.:
Bettye Ann Stokes, 17 Year old daughte or Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Stokes, 255 South St.; Erma E. Bonds. 18 year old
daughter of 51*- and Mrs. C. Bonds, 2730 Berryhill Rd.:
Elizabeth Wilson, 17 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Boddie L. Wilson, 187 South St.: Annie Pearl Pinson, 17
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rooker T. Austin. 7066
Macon Rd. Teacher-spoasors are Mesdames Jean Harris,
Marietta A. Brinkley, Barbara Anderson Jones and Jo
Iris Owens.

Dorothy Gordon. Barbara Johnson, 17 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson. CM GabY: Gloria Johnson, 17 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Johnson, Sr., 543 Walker St.; Barbara
'White, 18 year old daughter of Mrs. Willie

Peach-ice White. 705 Williams St.; Darbara Haley, 16 year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Haley, 707 Savoy SL Not
picture: Marie Flynn. Teacher-sponsor
Mrs. Norma Griffin.
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amem.
The School Report
On Tuesday next, the long
awaited report of the five educators who surveyed the Chicago
public schools to ascertain
whether or not segregation in
any form prevades the educational system, will be submitted
to the Chicago Board of Education.
If is difficult to see how that
report could adequately scrutinize all the ills with which the
local public schools are afflicted.
The investigating educators
could not have addressed themselves exclusively to the question of racial imbalance without
an examination of interrelated
tissues.
Such an examination, to be
thorough, would require a much
larger assortment of experts and
longer time than is the case. We
do not question the professional
competence of the men who were
entrusted with the responsibility
to undertake the survey. However, we doubt seriously that
the report can be completely objective and impartial in its findings and recommendations.
Of the five men on the panel,
three of them are Schools Superintendent Willis' friends and
are committed to his educational
philosophy and racial bias. It is
unlikely that they would append
their signatures to a report that

is critical in its conclusions about
Dr: Willis' stewardship.
The net result of this investigation, if we can call it that, will
be a bulky document overloaded
with fancy words and gobbledygook phrases. The intent, of
course, is to confuse and mislead
the public.
The critics of the school system should not be astonished to
find in the report abundant signs
of heroic efforts to defend and
protect' the embattled Superintendent. We predict that the
charge of de facto segregation
will be buried under such a pile
of devious assumptions and hypotheses as to require a proverbial Philadelphia lawyer to make
any sense out of them.
The panel will go to any
lengths to be particularly nebulous on that point since a clearcut affirmation of the existence
of segregation would fortify the
pending parents' suit against the
Board of Education on that point.
It is a sure bet that the report
will be so diluted that no one
will be able to use it as an effective club over Willis' head.
Meanwhile the schools are in
a turmoil—the natural result of
maladministration, incompetent
leadership and gross inefficiency
at all levels of operation.

The Russell Plan
Qeorgia's Senator Richard B.
Russell's racial relocation proposal is rightly called a "Dixie
decoy." It is obviously intended
as a diversion to the civil rights
fight which is growing sharper
day by day.
Russell, the leading Southern
exponent of segregation and
strategist for the Dixie bloc in
the Senate, wants a redistribution of the Negro population as
an amendment to the civil rights
bill.
The ultimate objective of
what he calls his "thoroughly
democratic" and "humanitarian.'
program would be the achieve.
ment of a balance of the Negro
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Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Pay-Off And The Gift
population in each state "as near
to the national average as practicable and feasible."
The Senator assumes or pretends that his plan would help
President Johnson's anti-poverty
program by encouraging reloca-tion and betterment of both Negroes and whites of lower income status.
There is nothing in this wild
dream of the Georgia Senator to,,
indicate that racial discrimination and injustice would not be
an impediment to the democratic
process which is sought under
the House-passed civil rights
bill.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stc.)kes
TO REACT UNFAVORABLE
As I promised, this is the second of a series of articles concerning the reaction of Negroes
to reactionary politicians since
1619.
In the last article I stated
that after Reconstruction Days,
Negroes discovered that the
Union Army had only broken
the chains from their hands not
freed them. And to atone for
the action of the Union army
during the Civil War, the U.S.
Federal government permitted
Southern states to circumvent
constitutional rights of Negro
citizens during the next 100
years, despite the Emancipation
Proclamation.
During 1870 to 1901 about 22
Negroes were elected to U.S.
Congress from South Carolina.
Mississippi, Arkansas and Lopisiana. Most of them served only
one time. In the mean time
Southern States regained power;
lost during the civil war.
Many laws were passed by
southerners — contrary to the
U.S. Constitution — which remain on law books of Southern
States until this very day. Laws
against intermarriage were passed. Segregated public transportation became law in many
Southern states and a practice
in others. Public schools were
established "separate and unequal." Public libraries were unavailable to Negroes, as well as
nearly all other public services
and facilities.
The Ku Klux Klan was
created and assumed the task
of aggravating the racial situation. The U.S. Supreme Court
handed down the "SeaprateBut-Equal" decision.
The Negro fought back. Anti..
slave organizations increased
activities. The Presbyterian,
Methodist and Quaker churches
took lead among religious organizations to seek relief for
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Soutim n Negroes.
Many Negroes, uneducated,
untrained for any trade, other
than farm work — were forced
to live in ghettoes as worse, if
not worst, than Jews suffered
in Poland and other European
countries.
How did Negroes react?
They established more
churches. They sought education with great zeal. They listened to the fire-packed speeches
of Negro leaders and ministers.
They continued to sing their
Spirituals. They continued to
fight.
Whites vented their ill feelings against Negroes by increasing the number of lynchings,
floggings, mostly men — while
at the same time fathering children of Negro woman — illegitimately — denying Negroes
the slighest opportunity for improvement in any area.
Jim Crow laws popped up almost over night. The National
Association for the Advancement Of Colored People came
into existence. Many other civil
rights organizations and movements had their beginnings during the period between 1864 and
1916.
Uncle Toms became a very
useful tool for segregationists
during this period.
Despite the fact that the above
described actions, practices, customs and laws were condoned
by the vast majority of whites
Southerners, there was that very
small minority of white Southerners, who did not subcribe to
the unconstitutional conduct of
reactionary politicians.
The Negro • adjusted to the
post-Civil War era and continued to react unfavorable to the
ill treatment to which he was
subjected.
He continued the struggle for
equality. (Next issue the last in
the three series

The question was it a bribe or
was it a gift, is as old as government itself. As many men have
been disgraced by accepting gifts
that were bribes as have decent
gifts been made suspicious by
the tendering of them. I see no
rnmediate possibilities of improvement.
Everyone loves getting a present. As children, I think we interpret gifts as gestures of love
and we never quite get over the
feeling as adults that someone
who gives us a present is giving
us love.
Also, gifts bring with them
surprise. Anything that interrupts routine as pleasantly as a
gift is bound to be popular with
the folks who want or expect
something for nothing.
One of the first scandals in
English parliamentary procedure
was whether Lord Bacon gave a
favorable judgment in return for
a bribe. Lord Bacon always insisted the bribe was a gift and
gifts never for Ft moment al'
fected his powers of reasoning.
But giving a man a gift has oft'
en worked wonders.
During the depths of the Depression, I was clerk in the Markwell Hotel on W. 49thhSt. in New
York. "Tobacco Road was playing in the theater next door.
When it first opened, Tobacco
Road was nothing short of a flop.
but it hung on to eventually become one of the longest running
plays in the American theater.
At one point the producers
were giving away free tickets in
the hopes that word of mouth
might sustain the show. I gat
many of these tickets, and one

morning, coming in on the commuting train from Red Bank, N.
J.. I gave two of these tickets to
a rich neighbor who had a seat
on the stock exchange.
Later in the day, he called me
and asked if it was possible for
me to get two more of these
tickets. I said I would try and
even asked him tor the seat
numbers. Sure enough, when I
went next door to the theater,
they had two empty seats beside
the two 1 had given to the
broker.
When I delivered these two
tickets to my friend, he fell all
over himself with gratitude. I
assured him it was nothing, but
he wouldn't have it. He insisted
I join them for dinner and he
ordered all the courses. He could
not do enough for me.
He could' have bought those
four tickets for S8, but the fact
that they had been obtained for
him gratis was what thrilled and
excited him. He bought $40
worth of champagne to celebrate
those $8 tickets which he had
received as a gift.
He even told me about some
stock that was going to declare
a special dividend in a couple of
weeks. Had I bought that stock
T would today be measured conservatively to be worth about a
half-million dollars.
But if I had had the money to
buy even one share of stock in
those days, I would probably
have bought into Wanamaker's
Corner and be worth even more.
Those two tickets are as close
as I have ever been to a halfmillion, however.
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Know
The
Negro
By A I... DUCK El'!

Rights Fighter Leaves Field
It is no longer a secret that
the Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker, able
lieutenant to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., will shortly resign his
post with the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference to take
over an important executive post
with the publishing firm on the
Eastern Seaboard.
Wyatt leaves SCLC with the
reluctant blessings of Dr. King
who would rather not lose the
services of this brilliant, dedicated and courageous young man
who has done such a splendid
job in the civil rights cause. D.
King knows—as the writer, a

close friend of Wyatt's knows—
that Walker will still be making
whatever contribution he can to
the freedom movement.
But Rev. Walker, who has paid
his dues a plenty in terms of
imprisonMents, beatings and im
portant financial sacrifices, has el
lively household of young Walkers whose future he must take
Into consideration.
Wyatt's love of his people and
their cause could not be traded
for dollars—and yet, he could
never find it within himself to
exploit civil right: selfishly,

HOW CAN THEY?
A lot of people are completely
bewildered by the attitude of
United States Senators who are
opposed to the Civil Rights Bill.
People are confused because, as
many of them .say, they cannot
understand how anyone sworn
to uphold the Constitution of
the United States . . . how anyone who professes to subscribe
to the principles of Christianity
... how anyone supposedly a
supporter of right and justice,
can deliberately get up before
the world — the Senate halls
are virtually world forums —
and brazenly, bitterly, and bumptiously proclaim his determined opposition to all these things.
Malcolm X, the Black Muslim
leader, went on radio last week
and voiced the opinion that the
action of the Senators opposing
the Civil Rights Bill indicates a
strong current of opposition
within the United States government, itself, to extend basic
justice to more than one-tenth
of its citizens.
FOR THE NEGRO
Perhaps one shouldn't take
such an extreme view. The action of those representatives and
senators who are sincerely in
favor of fair-play and justice for
the nation's Negroes counterbalances the position of the reactionaries who are filibustering against Civil Rights. Many
Americans believe in fair play,
equality, and justice, believe it
or not — even many white
Americans!
On the other hand, it makes
one wonder even more when he
learns of the virtual flood of
letters opposing Civil Rights
which .taave been poured on
memberg of Congress. The source
of the letters is allegedly the
rabidly anti-Negro organizations in the state of Mississippi,
and other sections of the South.
The thousands of dollars they
have spent to buy newspaper
space in cities all over the nation . . opposing Civil Rights
legislation favoring the Negro
minority in America . . 'indicate that there are millions
of Americans who are not averse
to going to any length to keep
from doing right by the Negro.
EXORBITANT PRICE
Many Negroes . . . in almost
despair . .. are asking the question . . . "How can they?" It's

a good question. Already Negro
leaders of one point of view have
stated that if the Civil Rights
Bill is not passed . . . or if it
is made to be meaningless . . .
they will intensify demonstrations, and community disturbances all over the nation. And
that's regrettable. Even the most
prejudiced Deep South white
man realizes by now that racial
disturbances, such as those currently in Jacksonville, Fla.,
hurt a community.
They hurt a community badly.
They come at a price that takes
years and years to pay. Even
the hate-driven supporters and
victims of racial prejudice have
to help pay the cost. Birmingham, Ala. will suffer a long
time for the work of its "bomb
fools." Every city in the United
States where racial violence
flares . . or even where nonviolent demonstrations halt normal community functions . . .
pays an exorbitant price.
"NATIVE SON"
Those who expect Negroes to
halt demonstrations and surrender to the status quo in the
South, North, or anywhere in
the United States where they
are denied full and equal citizenship, have missed the train.
Richard Wright indicated that
in his book "Native Son," in the
epic battle between "Bigger,"
central figure in the book, and
a big alley rat he (Bigger) had
trapped in the corner of a room.
When the rat couldn't escape
from the corner, and saw that
Bigger meant to kill hiin with
an iron skillet, the rat reared
up on his hind legs and charged
Bigger. It became an elemental
battle for survival for each
combatant.
The Negro in the United
States today doesn't classify
himself as a rat. But he knows
what made Bigger's rat charge
in the face of an iron skillet.
The rat was fighting for his
rights to live despite Bigger. So
are Negroes — despite "bigots."
The Negro's opposition to
continued injustice in the United States may well expose this
nation's Achilles' heal to the
rest of the world . . . unless its
democratic processes include
the muzzling of disruptive
forces ... such as the filibusters
against ordinary Civil Rights.
Now whatchubet!
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Open Letter To Randolph
Dear Mr. Randolph: I address
this open letter to you for two
reasons.
First, I deeply respect and
honor you as the undisputed
senior statesman of the movement for freedom and justice
for the Negro and the social
catalyst who has traditionally
demonstrated the ability to
bring together our finest, wisest
and most reasonable leaders in
times of stress.
Secondly, I am deeply concerned over what I — and others
of my acquaintance — judge to
be a vital crisis in the civil rights
cause.
This crisis, we fear, could result in three most dangerous
consequences. They are:
1. Alienation from our

cause of American; of good
will and sincere conviction
about the struggle for equality and Justice for our people.
2. Thwarting of passage
of meaningful civil rights
legislation by the Senate.
3. Eruption of violence In
the North, precipitated and
prompted by men of prominence who have adopted
and projected rash, irresponsible and opportunistic
attitudes and uttered reckless and inflammatory statements.
I place in evidence as indicative of a breakdown in racial
relations the disgraceful Boston
stoning of an NAACP float in
the St. Patrick's Day Parade.

even for the sake of beloved
youngsters who are growing up,
who will be going to college,
who must be helped in preparing for living in a competitive
world.
I believe that one of the major tragedies of our civil rights
movement in America is that we
accept so much fom the Roy
Wilkins, the Martin Kings, the
Wyatt Walkers — and give so
little.
Each one of these men—were
he to invest one-twentieth of
the toil and sacrifice and energy
now devoted to civil rights to
feathering his own nest in industry, could become financially
secure and independent.
Why shouldn't we contribute
money to civil rights causes to
express our appreciation to our
leaders in terms of salaries and
benefits commensurate with
their leadership? We could never
pay them and most of them
would not wish to be paid as
they would be paid in private
business But we could give them
as much security as is given to

the president of a labor union
or a successful corporation.
We don't do this. Not only
that, we are so ungrateful that
we cast unfair aspersions on our
leaders and listen to rumors and
repeat rumors that are exploiting the civil rights movement
for personal gain. The ugliest
talk has been circulated about
Dr. Kink, for instance.
Here is a man who accepts a
dollar a year for his activitiea
as President of SCLC, a man
who gives his own money, earned as a minister, to help the
cause. Yet, there Sr. Negroes
who go around echoing the baseless accusations made by the
rightist. Negro-hating organizations that Dr. King is in business for a buck.
We have come a long, long
way—but we'll continue to have
a much longer way to go until
the day conies when we appreclate--and reward—our leaders.
God bless Wyatt Walker in
this new phase of his development.
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AMONG THIS SEASON'S DEBUTANTES
DISCUSSING THE ANNUAL DEB BALL
Misses Janice Knight, Doris Price, Mary Braswell, Patricia

Taylor, Jeweldine Cain and Diane Meville.

Left-right: Misses Gloria Knox, Jacqueline Young, Faye
Morris, Norma 1.ofties, Yvonne L. Lewis and Thiudette

Brownlee and Fannie Webb,—(Photos by Hooks Bros.)

la while serving and pouring tea. rise to several pre-Easter—parIra away au•at
▪
I
The last phase of their training is in the area of the dance
—practicing the intricate co- another at Dr. and Mrs. A. E.
Price, Sr. Her escort is
tillion waltz that is tradition- Horne's with son Arthur Jr., Emphasis is being placed up- Debutantes and escorts meet. been faced with so many Floyd
Hooks III
ally a part of debutante pres- and Muriel as hosts, one, at on the social side of life when- For Most of them, this is the social engagements in succes- Ronald
Miss Mary Braswell, daughAllan and Lois Hargraves' ever this Spring's group of first time in life that they have sion.
entations.
For debutantes there is al- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Silhouettes and Kappas manse on Quinn, with Linda
student at
ways the round of teas, Braswell, Sr., is a
present to meet the parents of as the junior hostess, plus the
Manassas high school. She dethe large debutante group other impromptus with Billy
parties, tours, lectures and sires to become a teacher. Joe
were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Speight, home from Yale,
many other activities which Duckett is escorting her.
Willis, Mrs. Margaret Wilburn, George Lowe from Milford —
•
a fast pace for young wom- Miss Patricia Taylor, daughset
Mr. and Mrs. James Gailey, all of which helped to keep the
en.
ter of Mr. And Mrs: James T.
Mr. Clifford Stockton—the co- social ball a'rolling.
Added to the list of debu- Taylor, is a student at Hamilchairman of the debutante
After the SKC meeting of
•
tantes already announced are: ton high school. Elementary
presentation this year, Elmer last Friday night, quite a few
Miss Gloria Knox, daughter education is her chosen field
• Henderson, Ernest Abron, and of the gals tekked over to the
of Mr. and Mrs. Caselle Knox. of study. She is being escorted
prom Covington, Tenn. a hand- Booths to sip champagne with
• some
A student at Douglass, she by Julius Gulf, Jr.
couple threesome—Mr. Nell the night before their
plans to become a statistician. Miss Jeweldine Cain, daughand
Mrs.
;
Ordelle
departure
back
to
Philly
Yarbrough,
early
Illaismam•sismi
Her escort is Gregory Hirsh. ter of Mr. and Mrs. George
and Mr. Yarbrough's brother, Saturday morning. There Harand the other Mrs. Yarbrough. riette and Maceo Walker, John
Miss Jacqueline Young, a Cain, is a student at Father
atm}, Juanita Arnold, Melba
student at Hamilton high Bertrand high school. She asTHE RED CARPET WAS Mrs. George Cain on Effie CORRECTION AND
school,_ who is the daughter pires to become a social
BRscoe, Louise A. Davis, HarSPREAD from one end of Road. There delicious foods, APOLOGIES
of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Shaw, worker. Her escort is Billy
We are more than glad to riet Davis, Charlesteen Miles
town to the other for Mem- l and rare vintages with a setaspires to become a physical Nesbitt,
phian LUKE MOORE, the ting of spring flowers, gave correct the error of the recent and yours truly put the final
education instructor. She is Miss Diane Melville, a stuU.S. MARSHAL of Washing- impetus of a wonderful party. edition wh ich erroneously touches to a warm gathering
of Nell's admirers.
being escorted by James Curtis dent at Booker T. Washington
ton, D.C. The Washington atMrs. John Outlaw, the stated that Mrs. Jewel Gentry
high school, is the daughter of
Elmore.
torney was enthusiastically president of the Sigma Shad- Hulburt had been escorted ;to SKC BRIDGE CLUB
Miss Faye Morris, a daugh- Mrs. A. B. Melville. She hopes
received at several high school ows, attended with Mr. Out- the VIP Anniversary Dinner SKC BRIDGE CLUB enjoyed a sumptive and delightful
ter of Rev. and Mrs. Hugh to study philosophy in college.
career - vocational guidance law. Other members of the Dance by Charles Lewis.
Morris, is a student at Father She is being escorted by Carl
assemblies, which fired the auxiliary group and their husMr. Charles Lewis escorted dinner-bridge party given by
Bertrand high school. She has Bowman.
imagination of the students, bands or dates at the party Miss Faye Gentry, a member MARIAN H. PRIDE at Tony's
...where
chosen psychology as a pur- Miss Fannie Webb, daughwith the charges laid before were Mr. and Mrs. Samuel of the VIP Club. to the party. Inn last Friday.
suit of study. She is escorted ter .of Mrs. Edna H. Webb, is
them as to their responsibili- ;Peace, Mr. and Mrs. William We apologize to Mrs. Hulburt. guests looked especially lovea student at Booker T.
ly
in
smart
spring
outfits,
enby Clifton Tucker.
ties in preparing for the op- 'Callian, Jesse H. Springer, Miss Gentry and to Mr. LewWashington high school. In
joying
the
lavish
hospitality
portunities that are theirs to
Miss Norma Lofties, a stu- college, she plans to stud y
S. W. Wyatt, Mr. and is for this error in reporting,
shared
with
hors
d'ourves,
school,
have, if they have the magic Mrs. Sherman Robinson, Mr. for Mrs. Hulburt was not esdent at Manassas high
physical education. Her escort
keys of preparatibn and skills. and Mrs. Tayor Ward, Dr. B. corted by any one, her hus- cocktails and a gourmet broilhopes to become an airline is Eddie Richards.
ed
lobster
main
course.
the
daughShe
is
stewardess.
Members of the 12 MA- F. McCleavc and Mrs. Esta- band being out of the country. For the
erudite bridge playter of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
,3,^ - ^Acr CONTRIBUTE(' BY Tilt PUBLIIIM
TRONS CLUB gave a round of lyn Ross, Dr. Cooper • Taylor ABOUT OUR TOWN
ers there were smart and
Williamson. Her escort is
parties for the distinguished and Mrs. Victoria Hancock, The ZAPETTI'S CLUB gave handsome
prizes
in
home
acBowden.
Charles
attorney . . . and as a former Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Goodloe. a House Party Saturday, cessories
won by guests Eloise
student of LeMoyne College, Mack Lofton and Miss Mila March 28, at 1849 Sunset St., Flowers
Miss Yvonne L. Lewis,
and Ceneta Qualls
me was honored with a tea at Williams, and social scribe, from 8 until. Prizes were and SKC's
daughter of Mrs. Louise Lewis,
Juanita
Arnold,
Mrs.
James
(Jewel
Gentry) awarded at the party and fun Harriet
the college Friday afternoon,
is a student at Booker T.
Davis and Louise Dawhen he was greeted by facul- Hulburt.
Wastlington high school. She
was had with president, Mrs. vis. Others attending the
ty members and students in DEBUTANTE SHOWCASE
aspires to be a nuclear physiEula M. Whitley, and secre- beautiful dinner party were
MR. AND MRS. WALTER GIBSON, JR.
the Alumni Room of the Hollis The 1964 Debutante Club of tary, Mrs. Minnie Curry, and Mildred
cist. Here escort is Cedric Rice.
Crawford, CharlesF. Price Library.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity others doing a grand job of teen Miles, Gert Walker,
Miss Maudette Brownlee, a
I
BerMr. Moore was in the city has been engaged in a whirl pre-planning
student at Hamilton high
nice Williams, Minnie Woods,
visiting his ill father, Elmer of activity in preparation for 'TWAS A GRAND REUN- Julia
school is planning to become a
Hopkins, and other
Moore Sr., of 169 Silverage, their formal ball at The Audi- ION OF THE ROULHAC
psychiatric social worker. She
guests, Bernice Barber, Callie
and other relatives.
torium, Friday, May 1. They CLAN when Mr. and Mrs. Stevens, Mary Roberts
is presently a student at
and
SIGMA SHADOWS
have been engaged in charm Christopher M. Roulhac, and
Hamilton high school. She is
THE SIGMA SHADOWS schools and discussions on so- their son and daughter, Chris- your scribe.
being escorted by Ben Peete.
ENTRE
NOUS
BRIDGE
CLUB
. the counterparts of the cial graces for more than six topher Roulhac III and Miss
Miss Janice Knight, daughThe
Entre
Nous
Bridge
members of Phi Beta Sigma weeks, and at the Debutante Agnes Yvonne Roulhac of
Of widespread interest MEDICAL STUDENT
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Fraternity with that beguiling Tea, parents met the Silhou- Philadelphia. Pa., came to club was pre-Easter enter- throughout the Mid-South is The bride was graduated Knight, Sr., is a student at
name, tossed a gay cocktail- ettes, auxiliary group of Kap- Memphis to spend their Eas- tained by Mrs. Mollie Long, the recent marriage of. Miss from Tennessee State Univer- Hamilton high school. She
dinner party for the Sigma pa, and saw the debs display ter vacation with Dr. and Mrs. at her charming Orchid Homes Carole Guess, daughter of Mr. sity where she was a member wants to be a home economics
Men, last Friday night at the their talents and graces in C. M. Roulhac and their sis- residence, on Saturday eve- and Mrs. Harry Guess of Nash- of Delta Sigma Theta sorority. instructor. Zeb Hill is her esinviting manse of Mr. and skits and their social grace ter and brother-in-law, Mr. ning, March 21. The meeting 'ville to Walter W. Gibson,. Mr. Gibson attended the cort.
was most enjoyable. As there
and Mrs. Philip Booth and wer no guests present, the son of Dr. and Mrs. Walter W. Mount Hermon Preparatory
Miss Doris Price plans to betheir son, Christopher Roul- rare opportunity to partake of Gibson of Memphis.
. school, at Northfield, Mass., come a home economist after
Morehac Booth.
graduated
from
completing her career at
a congenial home-like meeting ; The simple, impressive cere- and was
Mr. Roulhac was the first was relaxing to all. In attend- mony was held in the Fisk house college where he be- Hamilton high school. She is
Executive Secretary of Abe ance were Arand Taylor, Lil- ;Memorial chapel with Rev. came a member of Alpha Phi the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Scharff YMCA, a former Le- lian Wolfe, Nedra Smith, Dr. Lawrence Jones, pastor of Alpha fraternity.
Moyne Mad Magician and All Earnestine Gray, Essie Shaw Fisk Union church officiating Presently a senior at MeAmerican football star, who Frances Hassell, Carrie Scott on Saturday morning, March harry Medical college, the
formerly taught at LeMoyne, and Helen Bowen. Member L. 7, with only members of the groom is scheduled to serve
Arkansas AM&N and Albany Delores Scott was absent Fol- couple's families and close his internship at the Katie B.
State College during his ealy lowing a brief business ses- Ifriends in attendance.
Reynolds hospital in WinstonAunt Cecilia
career.
For her wedding, the bride Salem, N. C.
sion and tasty food, the bridge
Mrs. Roulhac is the former competition culminated with wore a lace frock and a small WEDDING BREAKFAST
died of
national president of Jack and first prize going to Helen, sec- pill box hat of satin and lace, , Dr. Gibson, a member of
Jill of America, Inc., and ond to Frances, and third to land carried a white orchid the faculty of LeMoyne college, KNOXVILLE — Congressembarrassment
I
former Grand Secretary of Nedra.
bouquet. Her only attendant Mrs. Gibson and their sister, man Ross Bass named KonxDelta Sigma Theta Sorority. WISHES AND
was Miss Etta Ruth Johnson Miss Alison Vance, were in ville attorney WILLIAM C.
Heaven forbid that she
She is a Philadelphia teacher CONDOLENCES
Nashville for the ceremony (BILL) WILSON State camof Nashville.
mention a lump on her
in Special Education and Mr. Rev. Phillip E. Brooks, Sr., I. J. Graham, a .life-long and were joined by out-of- paign manager to direct his
"chest" to anyone — even
friend of the groom, was the town members of the bride's race for the United States
Roulhac is an Executive YMher own doctor! She died
(Continued on page 9)
family, and Mrs. I. J. Graham, Senate to fill the unexpired
best man for Mr. Gibson.
CA director in Philadelphia.
Jr., of Memphis.
of breast cancer.
Their week in Memphis was
term of the late Senator Estes
Immediately after the cere- Kefau ver.
gala—with their social calenToday, more and more
mony, the brides parents endar filled for the week.
women have adopted the
CONGRESSMANN BASS
with
tertained
a
wedding
; Yvonne's birthday was Tuesmade his announcement at a
habit of breast self-exambreakfast at their residence at press
day, and her aunt, Alma
conference held last
ination. And a lump on
Ferry
Hyde's
4016
road.
with
a
Booth
her
surprised
4.IIIMW
week at the Andrew Johnson
the "chest" sends them to
smorgasbord dinner party at
Hotel.
.Goldsmith's, inviting a few of
theirdoctors
immediately.
KING
WILSON,
52, was a close
; Yvonne's Memphis friends
They know that early
friend and long time supporCOTTON
who kept the secrecy of the
diagnosis and prompt,
;
ter of Senator Kefauver and
!occasion until they were enproper treatment could
had actively participated in
sconced in the dining room.
his campaigns for the United
KIND
help
save'their lives.
LESS
These included Mae Olivia
Cars Or
States Senate, as well as his
The American Cancer
Byas, Muriel Horne, Linda
COTTON
CALORIES
for Vice President in 1956
Used
Cars
race
Hargraves, Julie Saville, DiSociety's life-saving, film
as the running mate of Adlai
anna Briscoe and Lynne Ulen.
BREAST SELF-EXAMStevenson.
The girls had their own table,
KING
FINANCING Ti SUIT
INATION teaches this
BASS, now in his fifth term
while Alma and Nell shared
COTTON
YOUR PU'
easy-to-learn technique.
as Representative of Tennesanother.
see's sixth congressional disFor information on
Other fetes were given by
trict, praised WILSON'S orwhere to see it, call your
Sally Bartholomew who gave
KING
ganizational abilities and said
alovely luncheon and speUnit of the AmeriCOTTON
he is the man who "can get
cially arranged meeting of the
canCancer Society.
done."
things
Memphis Links by Orphelia
And send them a
WILSON has been engaged
Byas last Friday night, ingenerous donation..
vfORLD'S LARGEST FORD in general civil law practice in
formal entertainment by Lonmade in the J.S. Govt. ,ispected
Knoxville since being admitnie and Melba Briscoe .. and
DEALERS,
AMERICAN
kitchens of the
ted to the Bar in 1933. He rejust scads of other personal
ADVERTISED IN
THIRD & GAYOSO
CANCER
ceived his LLB degree from
courtesies.
SOCIETY
JA 6-8871
the University of Tennessee
For the teen-age and college
that same year. He is a native
AT GROCERS EVERYWHERE
set, the presence of Yvonne
of Knoxville.
and her brother Chris gave

in,

SOCIETY

tIsthltzes.,J,TanRiirisia Debutantes Engage In Many Social Affairs

Merry
Go-Round

•

. By MARJORIE I. ULEN

•

Memphian Claims.Bride
,
In Ceremony At Fisk
I

•

Knoxville Atty.
Named By Bass
As Campaign Mgr.

KING
"COTTON

The Brand to
Reach for

•

Franks
Bacon
Sausage
Lunch Meat

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

Buy Your
1964
From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

LIFE

...for quality,
full-bodied flavor,

•
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16 Debutantes To Make Debut
In Sigma Gamma's Ball At Lane
Sixteen starry -e y ed young at Lane college, presents the
ladies will be presented dur- girls, they will pass one by
ing the Eleventh Annual Deb- one, under an arbor of coverutante Cotillion sponsored by ed branches twinkling with a
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, thousand tiny lights and step,
in their new white slippers
lot'.
of ilThe affair will take place into the evenings world
on Friday night, April 3, in lusion.
When all 16 girls have been
the Lane college gymnasium
presented, they will form an
commencing at 8:30 P.M.
oval figure face outward, and'
The presentation of the 16 curtsy to the spectators Iinint=
debutantes is the highlight of the big, high-ceilinged drico="4
the evening, however, there rated gymnasium.
will be other atttractions that
Mrs. Vivian Bell, basileusSt,"
one must not, fail to see. of Nu Sigma Chapter will anThese beautiful young ladies, nounce the scholarship recipwearing youth's traditional ients.
white and carrying red noseMiss Joyce E. Johnson,r
gays tied with velvet ribbon, "Miss Debutante for 1963" will
will walk down a garden path relinquish her title to "Misslined with red rose trees and Debutante for 1964."
oilier garden designs.
Music for the gala affair wilM•
FORM OVAL
be furnished by Phillipha
.1s Bernard Clay, instructor Reynolds aind his orchestra.

•
by
Anna C. Cooke A
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DEBUTANTES READY
setting for the annual career
With one looked-forward-to clinic for the students in ataffair behind us, the "Miss tendance there.
Bronze West Tennessee" Pa- Keynote speaker for the ocgeant (See article) charm and casion was Dr. C. M. Sawyer,
career clinics for .the youth director of public relations at
stem to have the scene covered Tennessee A&I State university. His subject was "One
this week.
Mrs. Homer (Mollie Dee) Step at a Time" which fitted
into
the theme "Steps to CaAlexander served as guest consultant for the charm clinic reers."
going from
Consultants
sponsored by Nu Sigma chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho So- Jackson were Mrs. Essie M.
rority, Inc. for its 1964 debu- Perry, J. A. Cooke, Lane coliesetes in the spacious home of lege; Mrs. M. L. Womack,
and Mrs. W. R. Bell on Merry High School, and Dr.
W. R. McKissack, local denSaturday, March 21.
The debutantes gathered in tist.
the loirely blue.and . gold Itvl Upon returning to the caming room of the Bell home to pus, Lane college -will serve
be received by the hostess, as host to the seniors in high
Mrs. Bell, who was charming schools in this area at the anin an olive green A-lined nual Career Conference on
April 3. Mrs. E. M. Perry is
shift.
Mrs. Alexander, who is bet- general chairman
ter known to many as "Chick" JCTA INSTALLS OFFICERS
was wearing a purple sheath. At the closing of the cityThe girls seemed held speech- wide meetings of the Jackson
less as they were counseled City Teachers' Association on
on several areas of personal March 24, newly elected offidevelopment and given spe- cers were installed for the
cial guidance on their appear- school year of 1964-65. Mrs.
ance and personality and the Rosetta McKissack, social studpoints that need correcting. lees instructor at Merry High
before they make their debut School, will serve as president.
on Friday, April 3.
Mrs. Alexander is a promi- An employee at Merry for
of real estate broker and a eight years, Mrs. McKissack
istered cosmetologist, She is a Jacksonian, and a gradua member of Gamma Phi ate of Lane college and Atelta professional sorority, lanta university. She is past
National Council of Negro basileus of Gamma Alpha
Women, and serves as charm Omega chapter of Alpha Kapconsultant for many organiza- pa Alpha Sorority, Inc., a
member of several civic clubs
tions in the Chicago area.
and an ardent worker at St.
CHARM CLINIC
Paul
c.m.E. Church.
The fourth annual charm
Serving as vice president
clinic was held at East High
School in Madison county on will be 4k. J. Payne, Jr. who
last Wednesday with Mrs. asumed the position this
Jaunette Beasley, Madison year of principal of Lincoln
county supervisor, serving as Elementary school. He is also
supervisor, serving as guest a graduate of Lane college,
speaker. Mrs. Beasley, who is and has a master's degree
the wife of the principal ef from Southern Illinois univerEast High, spoke on the theme, sity. He is a junior steward at
"Charm: Your Calling Card St. Paul C.M.E. church and a
to Universal Acceptance."
member of Kappa Alpha Psi
After the general session, Fraternity.
group meetings were held for Mrs. Kay Bledsoe Reed, an
various age groups with the instructor in the English defollowing consultants: Mrs. C. partment at Merry High
D. Hewitt, Mrs. A. L. Cooke, School will serve as secretary.
and J. Hathorne, Lane col- A newcomer to the city in
lege; Dr. W. R. Bell, local den- the Merry Junior High School
tist; Miss Marie Harris, home social studies area, Joe Nelnt businesswoman in Chica- son, was installed as treasur, Ill., .holding the positions er. Chaplain is Mrs. Mary L.
igh School in Henderson; Womack, guidance counselor
Jessie Massey, local youth at Merry High School. The reofficer; and Rev. L. Freeman. tiring president is John WerthHere the youth were coun- ing, instructor in the science
seled in. good grooming and department at Merry High
cultural enrichment. The day School.
concluded with a fashion show
In addition to Mrs. Homer
on proper dress under the di- Alexander, guests in the home
rection of the home economics of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell
last week were Mr and Mrs.
department.
CAREER DAY
Henderson Bell, uncle and
Carver High School in aunt of Dr. ,Bell from HuntsBrownsville, Tenn. was the ville, Ala.

SocietyMerry-Go-Rouncq
(Continued from page $)

for spring break was Linde"
Johnson from New Torre
University, visiting her par-•••;..
enta Dr. and Mrs. H. H. John-1-1,,
son.
d to
enwent
TO MAKE DEBUT APRIL 3
last wpeleekyw
vinTicr
Mrs. Melvin
to Nashville
land; Miss Valery Sects, Chicago; Misses Olga Y. Reed
Among the 16 young hopefuls who will make their debut
see her daughter Crystal, a
and Echildress Warren. Humboldt; Miss Shelia M. Burns,
this Friday night in the gymnasium at Lane college in
Fisk senior who has been do-.
Shannon. Mass., and Miss Delois Wynne, Dyer. The affair
Jackson, Tenn., are these fifteen young ladies. They
log her practice teaching at
is being sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho sorority. Mrs.
include Misses Ilenreda Yvonne Cheatham, Camine K.
Cameron School there, and
Eddie Clemons Is chairman of the 1964 Debutante CotilDay, Willette Martin, Margaret Cassandra Savage, Sadie
remained on the campus
who
Devernice
Mesdames
are
lion. Members of the committee
Taylor, Alma Steele, Doris Antoinette Porter, Nellie
to garner a little rest and de
Owens
Ilelen
Shaw,
Bryant, Mable Chatman, Cornelius
Mae Allen and Bernita J. Benson, Jackson; Miss Elaine
some extra studying. Return...,
and Clara Hewitt..—(Mark Stansbury photo).
ing from Nashville, a few days
White. Denmark, Tenn.; Miss Rubye Jean Deener, Oaklater Mrs. Tarpley and Mrs,
•
H. H. Johnson trekked over to
Hot Springs, where they:.
promptly ran into Memphians
Mrs. Hattie R. Braithwaite'
and her daughter, Mrs. Harry.
Cash and friend Mrs. Emma'
(Johnetta Kelso) Hozay, and;
had a good time at the famed
spa which is at the height oN
its cosmopolitan glory this
time of year.
AND, A SURE SIGN „Oita
,
SPRING is the upsurge of
interest in the 1964 J-U-C-S's
Charity Ball, where all thy
sights and scents of spring"
will be manifest and multi-...
plied with the theme "AN
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The APRIL TO REMEMBER." Theincreasing need for women to date is April 3, this Fridaymove from the confines of night, and Bill Harvey's band
home and family into greater will furnish the music at the
community activity was high- Municipal Auditorium's Mez-,..
lighted by Dr. Helen F. Storen, zanine Ballroom.
of Flushing, N. Y., in her The decoration committee...,
address marking the close of plans to bring an air of claw:—
the 38th annual Homemaking ness to the ballroom, with st.- '
Institute at Bennett College new table arrangement.
recently.
EASTER IS SYNONYMOUS'
Dr. Storen, is a professor of WITH SPRING BREAK......
education at Queens college. and while the affluent society'"•
She stressed the importance may flock to Bermuda, Nas. ,‘ •
of woman's role in American eau and the more Bohemianl.
life as mother, career woman souls to Fort Lauderdale and'".
and in the teaching profession. Daytona Beach, Florida..
Theme of this year's institute untold thousands of collegiansim'
was "The Status of Women." and prep schoolers returned"'
MEMPHIS' FIRST NEGRO
has
Court,
home for visits with families4a1
Juvenile
of
Turner
Memphis. Judge Kenneth
Memphis' first Negro Junior Bowling League to be saneand friends.
said that bowling is a healthy indoor sport that can be
itoned by the American Junior Bowling Congress consists
Among the Memphians who
used to help curb delinquency." Jarrett went on to say
of the above teams, which are being sponsored by the Coca
came to local hearths from dis-••.':Lanes:
our
from
machines
pinball
the
removed
have
"we
the
that
means
This
Memphis.
of
Cola Bottling Company
ant and nearby Halls of Ivy '
at a loss of revenue, but we do not want anything at our
above teams can participate in any AJBC bowling activity
are Billy Speight from Yale,'
delinquent."
become
to
youngsters
entice
will
that
Lanes
four
usually
in Memphis or any other city. There are
•
George Lowe from Milford'
The Artists and Models Prep in Connecticut; Art GilAny person or organization interested in sponsoring a
annual ABC tournaments sponsored in Memphis. Charles
enaffair
an
948at
Jarrett
present
will
Charles
club
call
should
team
junior bowling
liam from Michigan, JUNIJarrett, manager of Roll-A-Way Lanes on Michigan St.,
8548. The above league was organized by Rev. Henry L. titled "Holiday in Paris" at ENNE BRISCOE coming on a"where the League was established, said there are about
Sunday
room
Flamingo
the
By
Photo
(Staff
blaze of glory with the Lin-.
Starks, pastor of St. James AME church.
1,000 other Juniors in need of sponsors. He added "this is
night starting at 7 p.m., and coin University Players in her
Ernest Withers).
our way to help combat juvenile delinquency here in
Members of Club '46 pre- Flenoid C. Aldridge.
will include cocktails, fash- role in "The Ugly American"-",,
sented their annual "Calendar Among those honored guests
ions, a dance and a floor show. at Bruce Hall last weekend.
Fashion Tea" recently in the present were Elder Blair T.
Some 25 models will be . . ,The Howard contigent—
the
•
BeuMrs.
of
•
department
King,
James
Hunt,
Recreation
presented at the fashion show included Ann Burford, Beverte. Vein Baptist church, and lah Williams, Mrs. Bessie Alwhich will feature Miss Claud- ly Hooks, Paulette Brinkley,'"
mbers were dressed to.rep- dridge, Mrs. Leo Buntyn, Mrs.
ine Hester and Misses Juda Sally Bowman. . .From Fisk
resent the club colors', red and Mary Isabel, Flenoid Aldridge,
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prize will be a transistor rapastor of Smothers Chapel
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a teacher at Booker T. Washington High Schooljtas tindergone major surgery in Collins
chapel hospital. The family
solicits prayers for the speedy
recovery of Rev. Brooks.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Lovie
Dunn, the sister of Mrs.
Brooks, departed this life on
March 19 after a lengthy illness. The late Mrs. Dunn was
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historic Liberty C.M.E. Church
of Jackson, Tenn., At the time
of her passing she was a resident of East St. Louis, Ill. She
was a very active religious
and civic worker in East St.
Louis, as she had been in
Jackson. Funeral services were
held at St. Luke A.M.E.
Church in East St. Louis.
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USED CAR SHOPPERS

Your Dollar
•
Value Is Among These
Prices That Were Shopped
U

\.,v,

Let Them No Who Sent

TRADER

SPECIAL OFFER

USED CAR CITY
—,--.....,-

r.

- -

Must Present This Ad To Take
Advantage Of These Reductions
[No Price Over The Phone)

Open Sunday
12 NOON TIL 6:00 P.M.

1963 Impala Spt. Coupe, 2-Dr
$2395
P.S., V-8, Auton., R.H., W.W.T., Fire Red •
1962 Falcon, 4-Dr., R.H.. Blue
$1295
Int. Cleanest in Town, One Owner, Autom. Trans.
1963 Nova Chevrolet
$1995
One Owner, 2-Dr., R.H.. Beautiful Interior, W.W.T.,
SPECIAL
1962 Chevrolet Belair
$1495
4-Dr. Autom., Blue and Interior Blue, W.W.T., One
Owner. This Week Special
1960 Chevrolet Belair
S1195
2-Dr., V-8, Autom., One Owner, R.H. Black Beauty
1960 Dodge, 4-Door
SI095
V-8, Autom., R.H. Memphis One Owner Car
1960 Oldsmobile 88, 4-Dr.
•
$1495
•
Fact. Air, RB.S.
'
Still Has Reasonable Provisional Policy
-

' .....*: .
-41", •

1964 Ford F. Back V-8
$2695'
C.O.M., R.H,,W.W.T.,W"Covers, All Other Fact.
Equipp. Only

1963 Chev. Belair
$1895
Straight Stick,Solid efhite, Red Interior 15,000 Miles
1963 Corvair Monza
$1195
4 in The Floor, Black Finish Black Vinyl Interior
Extra Sharp .
1962 Olds. Dynamic
.$1995
2 Dr., H.T., P.S.B. Solid White Super Trim Really
Nice
1960 Thunderbird H.T
$1650
Silver Gray, Black Top Air Cond. See this
.
and you will buy it.

Buy One Car -Get
Choose From. S
or. Occupation is I
Stick Maker

-v.!!
',I •••-k

•Tt,

1961 Pont. Cat. 2 Dr
$3195
1,000 Miles, F. Equipp., P.S.B., V-8, Tint Glass
W.W.T., W-C overs, Special!

•

V.,

1963 Chevy Spt. Coupe
$2495
V-8 P.G., P.S.B., R.H., W.W.T., Show Room New
1980 T. Bird
.51695
H.T., Air Cond. Full Power, New W.W.T., Sharpest
in Town
1960 T. Bird Cony
SI695
Full Power, Like New, W.W.T., R.H., Beau?.
Turq. White Top One Owner

1957 T. Bird, Both Top Cony
$1995
Top New. Candy Apple, Dual Tires
Sharpest In Town

2•

•4.

1200

1959 Fiat

!

1962 Monza
$1495
White, Red Int., 4 in Floor, W.W.T., Cover New. •

Illii Illi Mr

1963 Volkswagen
White Sun Roof - Just Like New

1963 Ford XL,
ONLY $2595
4 Dr., H.T., Rose Beige, Full Power, Air Cond.
As Nice As New Save $500

•

e---w-

..

Ilr

al."--

q962 Ford Gal
4 Dr., V-8 S.S., R H

$1295
Extra Clean, Weeks Special

• 1959 Olds. Cony
SSS
Fact. Air P. Brakes. Stern. Pract new rubber.
Beaut. Red Y1 Black Top.
1963 Ford Gal
$$$
2 Dr., H.T., V-8 C.O.M.. R. H., Beaut., White,
Black Interior.
1962 Imp. Chey.
2 To Choose From. Fully Equipp.

...,

1958 Plymouth Savoy
4 Dr. Sedan

3200

1953 Chevy 210
Runs Good - Ready Now

. S175

. $1195
1962 Falcon 4 Or
Deluxe Trim. Radio, Automatic, Good Condition
Allways - SPECIAL

2
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_
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OTHER CARS — YOU MUST SEE
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TO BUY & SEE

"
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Memphis Newest & Home of One
Owner Automobiles On The Spot
Bank Financing

CAR DEPT.

410 Union
—

• •

1956 V-W 4 Speed
S795
R.H., W.S.W., W Cover New Engine, Drive- look
Like New '64
1958 Morris Minor
$495
4 Speed Trans., R.H., W.S.W. Good Second Car
•
Special!
1959 Gal. Ford
$895
2 Dr., H.T., C.O.M. 220 V-8 Engine P.S., R.H.,
White W/Red Int.
1959 Mercury Mont
$995
Cony. MOM., P.S., New Rubber W.S.W , •
Sharpest in Town

CARS
Remember Better Cars
From MARS
1955 Chrys

• •
$491

Sedan, R.H., W.S.W., W Covers
A Real Fresh One Owner
1962 Falcon
$993
R.N., W.S.W., St. Stick, As Fresh As A New One

.

BILLY MARS
MOTOR CO.
Open til 9:00 P.M. Bank Rates
Hugh Ramsey—Billy Mars—Ray Carter

r:

•

JA 5-4611

tr-;

948-0438
2558 So. Bellevue St.

DE
vi„)E
Y
USED

kJ

Lot Hours
Mon. Ihru Sat. 8:30 til 9:00 P.M.

1951 Jaguar XK140
$995
4 Speed Trans. Cony. Roadster Wire Wheels, over
drive, W.W.T., Nicest in Town
•

1958 Plymouth
3225
V-8 Bellyedere, 2 Dr., H.T., Solid White

1959 Studebaker
1955 Oldsmob:le
1953 Chevrolet
1954 Mercury
I 955 Plymouth

4 ,

It wh
the
Ohs
we
eecY
can
loge

1961 Rambler
$995
4 Dr. Wagon, 6 Cy., Autom. Trans. 31,000 actual •
Miles - A Must!

Fisherman's Special

, ..t 4' Sit:MAK,

1
SELF
RUI
MAR

1960 Pont. Cat
$1295
•
4 Dr. Sedan, W.W.T., Tutone Paint, Nice as New
See to Appreciate

$1195

, Colors & Body Styles to
Vhatever Your Profession
her, Baker or Candle

1960 Cadillac..4 Dr.
S2195
Factory Air, All Power. Jet Black, Beauty
See To Appreciate

Pt

1960 Mercury 4 Dr
$995
Starlite Blue, White Top, Air Cond. F. Power, '
Sparpest In Town

1

1959 Cher, Belau
$1295
4 Dr., 6 Cy., Autom.R.H., One owner, Sparkling
Red
'

•

1963 Chevy 4 Dr. V-8
..51195
St. Stick, R.H., W.S.W., New Covers WhifeW/Turq.
Interiors

3495 •

Sedan
4 Dr., T.T. Blue Overhauled Engine

--
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1962 Ford Cony
$1695
. Red, White Top, P.S., R.H., F.O.M.,
Buy Before Summer

1962 Volkswagen
$1295
Choose from a Black Sun Roof To a Red Sedan
Very Very Special
•
1958 Clds 98 Sedan
$550
.
Power & Air Runs Good

,,„

.-•
..•

le

1960 Volkswagen ,
31050
Pretty Light Blue - A Bargain •

1959 Sprite
$950
College Students This Is A Sharp Sport Car

4Eir

$1195

Honest 15 Years Experience Fair Dealing — Ask Fri..—.ids

1959 Volkswagen
$695
1 2 Ton Pickup Truck-Carry 1,800 Lbs. 24 M P.G.
Good Mechanical Cond.

,

•

19601. Bird
$.1695
28,000 Act. Miles, Strictly One Owner
Pretty As A Daisy
-

1962 Ford XL Cony
220 V-8 C,O.M., R.H., Buy Now
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1963 Chevy Super Spt. 409
$2495
4 in The Floor, Low Miles, Still in Warranty
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Hottest Used Car Corner in Town
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Readers of This Paper.
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With These Advertisers

FOLLOW UP — OUR ADVERTISEMENT WEEKLY — WE HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL COMING SOON

BALLARD
AUTO •MART
_

•

Do Business

430 Union Avenue
525-5769

• •
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Cassius Clay's Kid
*Brother Sets Record
Clear On The Champ

777:777.41111111111111111 7211111111111111111.1111111.

SPORTS
HORIZON
' mrlmosamBy BILL

I.

LItT411111111111111•11111M
NEW YORK— (UPI) —"I and about 20 pounds helix ier
am very happy because of my than Rudy's 195.
ALL-MEMPHIS TEAM
ticipated in the voting.
• • •
brother's success," said RuEX-RED SOX CHASED
The tallest quintet in
Rudy refers to Cassius as '
Cartwright
dolph Ali, the younger of those "my
League history comprised the ; When Claiborne
brother
Muhammad.
;played baseball for the now
two fighting Clay brothers Neither uses the baptismal nor
second annual Tri-State De- Idefunct Memphis Red Sox, he
from Louisville, Ky.
family name any more, since
fender Coaches1.-A11-- Memphis ; was known as a fleet-footed
This 20-year old heavyweight those appellations are considerbasketba!I team for the 1963- !outfielder. Cartwright now reboxer, who originally was ed "slave names" by that seg•
64 seasen. The talented group sides in Nashville and officichristened Rudolph Valentino ment of the Islamic faith called
WINS 100 YARD DASH
school basketball
has an average height of six- :attes high
Clay, denied emphatically thati"The Black Muslim."
John Wesley Brown, Jr., right ot Booker T. Washington
1which caused him to have to
feet-six-inches. Repeaters and
he ever felt "even the slighest "I could have no envy for
.show that he still has a touch
High School, is seen bong congratulated by his track
unanimously named by coachtOge of envy" because of hea- my brother Muhammad," exof mercury In his feet.
coach Hosea Alexander alter he won the 100-yard dash
from
es
seven of the eight
Ilikweight champion Muham- plained Rudy, because we were
in the semi-final
It
wati
in 9.9 seconds in a track meet at the Melrose High school
schools I:1 the league , were
mad Ali's pugilistic fame.
always very close. Our parents
game between Pearl and Ala- stadium
last week. Brown beat Metrooe's favorite, Willie
Robert Smith of Melrose, and
Muhammad All is known to taught us to love one another
bama's Birmingham Parker
Richard Jones and Charles
Dawson, who had previously covered the distance in 9.4
the sports world as Cassius and have respect for each' other
that the fireworks broke out.
Paulk of Lester.
seconds. Dawson came in second, with Coleman of Melrose
Mareellus Clay. The champion as long as we live."
A free for-all broke out durA pair
Washington stringis one year and six months old- Has, he sparred 0:ten withl
third and slaughter of Washington fourth. ilailly Duncan
ing the National High School
beans, L. C. McCoy and James
der than Rudy. Cassius is also brother Muhammad?
Tournament held at Tennes- Photo).
Johnson, ;ire newcomers to
about one inch taller than the "Yes I have."
see A & I State after Cartthe select group. Both players
six-foot two younger brother And does he feel he is nearly
wright went near the stands
polled three first and soeond
,4,411 •
as good as Cassius now?
to confront some hecklers who
awelv place votes.
"Oh., no—," said broad.
were giving him the business
Bennie Price of Lester and
because Pearl was victimized
stream-lined Rudy.
TRYING
Wesley Mitchell leading scorFOR
OLYMPICS
"As a professional fighter
by some basket interference
Manassas
er
at
two
the
past
Willie
Shaw,
the
pride
and
joy
of
Lane
college in Jackcalls made by Cartwright.
right now, I'd have to say I
seasons, headed the. second
son. Tenn.. is seen getting packed for a trip to Kansas
Parker edged Pearl 66-61, and
was like a sixth-grader in
squad. Rounding out the secCity,
Mo..
for
the
the
Alabama team which had
NAIA Olympic try-outs, and is Lane's
school compared to a college
ond unit are Bill Gilliand of
hope for international honors. Shaw was picked as a rea 43-1 record, went on to beLeMoyne College will par- termiler from
Booker T.
philosopher. That's how much
Carver,
Melrose's
John Gilli- come National Champs.
LeMoyne's five student del- 'better my
brother is than me." sult of his individual scoring record in the nation. This
ticipate in at least four track Washington High.
land and Virgil Lo.vis of
egates to the third annual Mid- Could
home
that
the
very
rare
It's
James
Sandridge,
freshman
year he averaged 40.4 points per game. If he makes the
Rudy explain that comDouglass. Theodore Anderson
meets this season according to
west Model United Nations
crowd will protest vehemently
miler from Melrose High.
parison in words of the ring?
NAIA squad, he will get a chance for the final try-outs
of liamilton; Curtis Grove,
Coach Jerry C. Johnson.
held recently at the Chase
local
made
by
against
a
calls
Merriweat
her
Rodgers,
a
"It's like this:
in New York when 12 men will be named to the
a fair
Manassas; Vester Swift, DougHotel in St. Louis made "a
Olympic
They will go to Montgomery junior javelin and discus.
official when the home team
puncher.
I'M
strong
and
fast
team.
Shaw
lass:
Miller,
Lester;
is
a
and
John
senior
honor
student
majoring
In physical
good impression,' according
is matched with an outsider. for the Alabama State Relays,
Marion Brewer, freshman
and accurate. But my brother education. (Mark Stansbury
Leondist_ Brown make up the
Photo).
to their advisor, Dr. Clifton H.
This is not to suggest that the April 10-11, and then take on high jumper from Booker T.
hits
harder
than
I
do,
and
he's
It
it'd
team.
Ageohnson, professor of history.
man in stripes will work the Lane at Lane, April 25.
Washington.
RICHARD JONES NAMED
MP Dr. Johnson, along with Dr. very much stronger and fastei
game like a "homer," but
On May 1-2, LeMoyne's
Fr ed Leggett, freshman
Richard Jones, who was
Margaret Soderberg of Eastern and more accurate on offense.Cartwright will attest that thinclads will go to Nashville sprinter from Booker T. Washnamed to the second team of things
Illinois university, were electcan get mighty rough for the AAU Olympic tryouts ington.
a national publication's All when
ed permanent faculty advisors Each uses the same theory of
the close ones go against or to Tuskegee for the Tuske
team last week, was
to plan the 1965 session, also "hit and not be hit," Rudy said.
the hometown favorites who gee Relays.
Regularly featured Rudy is
the Prep League's most out- are defending champs.
in St. Louis.
They'll appear in.the Southstanding player. The 6-7 high- ATHLETICS
Dr. Johnson said it is pos'HIS
ern Intercollegiate Athletic
ly publicized (itar was hard SALVATION
sible that LeMoyne will send ance than Cassius, who claims
Conference Track and Field
be more
the dashing
world's in
pressed for the honor by the
"purtiest"
two student delegations to the to hit
appear
Many times wayward boys Meet at Atlanta. May 8-9.
fighter. Did Rudy challenge
versatile Bobby Smiths.
meeting next year.
'have been saved by their par- 'BACKBONE' MACK
Smith, the leading scorer in ticipation in athletics. Such
Nearly 600 delegates from the champion's purtiest brag? SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — The in the top of the inning.
Backbone of the squad this
66 colleges and universities Rudy grinned and said: "I Boston Red Sox Tony twins Jack Lamabe, in relief of , the league, led the Melrose was the case for 17-year old year will again be Milton
attended the mock UN session. don't know about that. But I'm Conigliaro and Horton, did it starter Rill Spanswick anti!attack with a 25.9 average. Leon Miller until he quit Mack, captain. He is a 'quarterWASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Attending from LeMoyne engaged to be married. I don't again as the Red Sox defeated Lutch lleffner was the winning Jones, who excels in rebounds school this term and dropped miler of exceptional speed A Pentagon survey has repottgarnered
a
n
d
playmaking,
the
Chicago
Cubs
8-7.
were Henry Thompson, Calvin think my brother Muhammad
I:it cher while MeDanie.. who
out of Manassas. Miller was from Booker T. Washington ed housing discrimination in DO
Cunningham, Miss Irma Jean is. Yes, my finance is a Mus- Tony Horton won his second had relievea Dick Ellsworth shot at a 24.5 points per game arrested on Good Friday High School.
per cent of the communities
Lester's
clip.
control
of
the
game
times
in
his
last
three
Ezell, Ralph JAcksOn and Miss lim — a so-called Negro, born
was the loser.
morning after staging a hold- Others on the squad are:
near big military based' arid
backboards
was
a
big
factor
at
bats
McLindy
by
lining
a
Mary Ann Thompson.
Jimmy Stewart and Ernie
up of a grocery store accordin America."
Franki• Brigance, freshman public accommodations discriDaniels' pitch over the left Banks led the Cubs 11-hit at- in the Lions being able to sew ing to police reports.
sprinter from Melrose High. mination at about 50 per cent,
field wall as the second batter tack with home runs while up their second Prep League
Miller was a fullback on.Ahe
Ban Porter, freshman guar- it was disclosed.
in the last of the ninth inning .Lou Brock, Bil!y Williams and Championship in a row.
Tigers' football team the past
The figures were reprted in
Horton accounted for the de- Banks had two hits,
Paulk teamed with Jones at season but quit school when
questionnaires on "Off-Base
the same height to do a cred- he injured his wrist and
cking runs with a home run
Equal Opportunity" sent to the
itable rebounding job and couldn't return to the basketSaturday also.
commencers of installations
Tony Conigliaro rapped a
ball srmad. Although Miler carried out the act of a seawith more hen 500 assigned
more than held his own in soned veteran, the fact that
run-scoring double in the eighth
personnel.
the scoring department. Col- he is a juvenile may give him
inning to tie the game alter
Marriage is a partnership. Physical love is an important
Of the 305 bases involved, 194
ingredient in a man and woman living together in happiness
the Cubs had taken a 7-6 lea0
lege coaches all over the counreported there was not equal
and harmony. When to make love...ways to make lore_
DURHA M, N.C. — A. T. try are anxiously awaiting a second chance.
how not to make love .,.read all about it in April TANI
off-base housing opportunity
Spini1cling, president of the the decisions of which schools
reportNorth Carolina Mutual Life will be the .choices of the
Douglass, Hamilton and for Negroes. Another 78
Negroes could
insurance Company has been Lester parr.
Washington raised the curtain ed that although
get adequate off-base housing,
named to the trustee board of , Washington started out as if
on the Prep League baseball
they were limited to segregatAmer lean Freedom from Hun- the Warriors were going to
season with victories.
ed neighborhoods. Only 31 reger Foundation Inc., which has end up with their worst rec1
ORLEANS — (UPI)
NEW
Douglass shut out Carver
ported equal housing opportuLAKELAND, Fla - Jerry headquarters in Washington,
1826 S. MICHIGAN • clOCAGO
ord, but they came along fast —Fire roared through a tene- 3-0 on the three-hit pitching nity.
Lumpe cracked two triples.D.C.
SPECIAL • 4 issues tor $1
and finished in a tie for sec- ment building, snuffing out the of James Fowler at Douglass About half the basea reportI LET
and knocked in two runs as
The International F ecdom ond with Melrose. As though
Park.
SELF-PITY
ed discrimination in public sothe
Detroit
Tigers
defeated
the
Yes.
me
the
next
4
big
Issues
please
front
send
of
TAN
Hunger
Campaign was it was planned the Warriors lives of six children and a wom- Hamilton took advantage of
RUIN MY
commodations.
This saves me 40c on the regular newsCincinnati Reds, 6-3, for their'
for only
her
an
who
tried
to
shield
MARRIAGE
the lack of adequate practice
first launched by the Food were practically carried on
stand price. Cash or money order enclosed.
Robert Jordan, an aide to
third straight victory.
Is
child from the flames.
for southpaw basketball play- Deputy Assistant Defense Secwhose fault
of
the
scoring
high
Johnson
and
Agriculture
marOrganization
Lumpe tripled his first two
It when a
shelled
Fuller
and
the early part of the season. The victims occupied three er Willie
riage got,on
retary Alfred Fitt who handles
times up as the Tigers jump- of the United Nations in 1960.
RAW
the rocks?
Down the stretch 6-6 McCoy of eight apartments in the Montrose with 10 hits and a civil rights, said the housing
Should the
al on Bob Purkey for a quick
..mis do
victory.
6 to 5
was the one-man gang with
ADDRESS
discrimination is nationwide.
building.
everything she
4-0 lead after two innings.
Know Your Negro History his rebounding and deadly wooden
Four children from one fam- A five-run fourth inning "There is not much differcan to hold it
Frank Lary worked the first
STATE
CITY
together?
big
difthe
Hamilton
was
by
In 1940, 77 per cent of all pop shots around the free- ily died in a downstairs apartence, north, east, south or
six innings for the Tigers. He
DEPT 00S
ference. Washington survived west," Jordan said. "There has
jallowed only two hits and one 'American Negroes still lived in throw circle. Johnson and ment. They were identified at
by
recorded
strikeouts
15
Smith are the only juniors on Alphonse, 3; Eunice, 4; Laura,
been discrimination on the west
'run.
the South,
the first team, the others on 9 months, and Oscar Gibson., 5. Janes Elmo, and seven errors coast, in the northeast, anyFather
Bertrand
7-4
to
down
the squad are scheduled for
where you want to name." He
Upstairs, firemen found the
•
graduation exercises in May. body of 42-year-old Anna Hale at Lincoln Park.
added however that in some
The coaches regret that draped protectively over the Carver let it be known that areas the problem is "not
votes for Father Bertrand body of her tyo-year-old son, the Cobras will be in the thick wholly racial"—that virtually
of the fight to end Douglass' al/ servicemen have trouble
players had to be nullified. Alonzo.
Thunderbolt ballots were deThe seventh victim was Ar- two-year reign as Prep League finding housing.
clared void when it was learn- thur Shopper, 6, alone in an up- Champions as righthander
Discrimination in public acRobert Jones wasted a one- commodation is 'southern oried that Bertrand had not par- stairs apartment.
hitter because of his own ented although not entirely in
wildness. The Carver twirler the south by any means," Jorissued 10 free passes, includ- dan said.
ing a fourth-inning free ticket
Defense Secretary Robert S.
with the bases loaded that McNamara has authorizeo base
forced in what proved to be commanders, with the approvthe winning run. Catcher Cur- al of service secretaries, to deIN STOCK to choose from
tis Williams was at bat and clare communities off limits if
drew the walk after fouling discrimination warrants. But
off several pitches on the 3-2 so far no sue" order has been
count. The lone hit off Jones given, and offis.'als said they
was an infield single by Fowl- did not expect sucia ection to
result from the current survey.
er in the fourth.

LeMoyne To Compete
In Four Track Meets

Students Return , -l'shouldered,
From Mock UN
Meet In St. Louis

•••

IF

s
•
'Redox Whip Cubs
With Homer Blasts

ffehrir

Study Shows 90
Per Cent Bias
In Housing

'Play Ball' Is
Heard On 3
Prep Diamonds

Named To Freedom
From Hunger Board

FOR SUCCESSFUL MARRIAGES

pe,TigersSeven Die In

'Tenement Fire

ereat teas

Don't just watch the birds...

298

ir lZGEs

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

LOOKING FOR A
BETTER JOB

DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT

•

go buy...

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE

DART

Boys—Girls-18 to 50—Men—Women
Grammar School Sufficient for Many Jobs

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Prepare Now for

CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS

2-Dr. Won

$

In Your Aria
";.1IOUSANDS of CITY—STATE—EEDER AL JOBS OPEN
Start As High As $4,400.00 First Year
-Automatic Pay Raises
'Paid Sick leave
'Paid Vacations
*All Holidays with Pay

For your own good drinking pleasure buy, buy this birdie. Old Crow
has character.Tastes mellow,tastes important,tastes very very smooth.
Any wonder more people buy Old Crow than any other bourbon?

I.

A LIFETIME OF
INCOME—OPPORTUNITY—SECURITY

'No Strraes
No Layoffs
*Meet New Friends
'liberal Pensions

Keep Your Present Job While Training
If you are a Ti. S. Citi7en—Intereitted in your future. TRCRIVRE
full information on How to Get a Government Job-List of
Civil Service Positions and Salaries. fur which we can train
you. M,iil Coupon below lea.
KEY TRAINING SERVICE •

LIE)C

The greatest name in bourbon
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 86 OR 90 PROOF. DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY THE famouS OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY.

WITH

2277 Union Ave.
Memphis, Tana.

Tesh-Butten neater, Electric Wipers, Directional
Signal., Torcionairo Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freese,

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 uniea • • Open Evenings
*
1K 5-814

Age
Street or Route
City
Present Occupation

Sew--

- Horns Phone--County .
State
Time usually at home
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Shelby 4-H Club Council Hears
YWCA Area Supervisor At Meeting
The Shelby County Council Bradley were responsible
Clubs presented Mrs. programs during March.
Lewis, area supervisor
Mrs. Lewis spoke on

for garden, Cohen Davis and Colodia Owens, leadership; James
the Holmes and Gwendolyn Wilsubject "Dropouts vs. Educa- liams, senior poultry; Charles
tion" and said "Education is Williams, junior poultry, Eula
inaliortant for financial a n d Buford and Coleman Whit e,
social security."
senior public speaking; PatriAmong reasons boys and cia Ann Lester and Michael
girls give for dropping out, Dorsey, junior public speak-

of 4-H

Grace
of YWCA, as guest speaker at
their March meeting.
The council is composed of
a president and a member

from each of the 4-H clubs in
the county.
They include, Cobert Davis, she listed financial reasons.
president, a senior of
They can't dress t,he way they
High school; Lester Flemmoney demands for expresident,
a
tra activities too great.
ings, first vice
High,
Pisgah
at
Mt.
junior
The child

Bar-

ret's

wish,

VOL. I)

ing; Barbara Flemings, Safety;
Roscoe McVay, Jr., Swine and
John Hutson, tractor.
And Carpel] Smith and Mal-

Mich.
Bishc
Right

animas feel be

presently attending classes for
at • Lejuniors

BILL BELL TO TOUR BELL

accelerated

Bill Bell, right, Dickson (Tenn.) High school science whir,

Threlkild, automotive;
cohn
isn't liked
by the
teacher Sylvia Herring, Achievement,
(self-pity) and
drops
Williard Brown and CitizenUsually the low socio- ship, Willie B. Turnage.
economic group leads in drop-

out.

gratulated by Cecil Bell, left, vice president and general

LeMoyne college; Sylvia Herring, a junior at Barret's is
president; and outs, leaving to do nothing.
vice
second
Joyce Marie Payne, a Barret'
Mrs. Lewis challenged them
Chapel senior is the secretary. to stay in school, and said
James Holmes, chairman of teenage boys and girls are not

manager of Southern Bell in

Education

student leader and athlete, has been named by Southern
Bell

Telephone

company

to

month on a student tour of

atories in Murray Hill,

represent

Tennessee

next

the Bell Telephone Labor-

N. J. Here he is seen being con-

Committee assisted mature enough to accept the
by James Davis and Joyce Ann responsibilities
of
married

Tennessee. Looking on is

Bill's chemistry teacher, Earl Y. Schmittou, who will accompany him to New Jersey.

Ala. Negro Woman
Candidate Says:
'I'm Out To Win.'

life.
County

Demonstration Day
was another noteworthy event
for 4-H members. One hun-

Architectural
Award Goes To
Price Library

DETRO

agint stat
Wministr

Bill was
Romi

gn

on orders

John F.
of Detroit

ADMIRING ART AT LeMOY NE

After establishing a news route in the Belt Line community only a few months ago, Joseph Moss, left, and his

The Hollis F. Price Library
Atty. Luke Moore, now U. S. Marshal of
the campus. Left to right: Miss Ann Ford,
LeMoyne college camdred eight y-five members on the
Mr. Moore, his sister-in-law, Mrs. Erma
Washington, D. C., joins three LeMoyne
is one of 16 library buildpus
were seen battling for first
Jean Moore, and Miss Irene Turner. LeCollege ladles in admiring mosaics done by
selected to receive archings
place in 27 different areas.
Moyne gale a tea in honor of the U. S.
members of the freshman class. Mr. Moore,
SELMA, Ala. — A Negro
itectural awards in the Second
The
first
place
winners
Marshal.
who attended LeMoyne one year, was in
woman candidate for the UnitLibrary Buildings Award Prowere Horace E. Brown, beef;
ed States Congress here says
city last week visiting relatives and
gram sponsored by The AmerJanice Shannon, Senior breads;
she is in the race to win and
ican Institute of Architects,
Barbara
Thomas,
junior
expects both white and NeLibrary
American
AssoThe
breads; Athan Gibbs, consergro support.
ciation and the National Book
vation of natural resources;
Mrs. Amelia P. Boynton of
Committee.
Dwight Boyce
Ford, dairy;
Selma
will face incumbent
Presentation of the Award
The concert is being preient- appetites, and the result rangTickets went on sale this
Myrtle Rhodes, dairy foods;
Kenneth Rogers of Anniston in
of Merit to LeMoyne will be week at Goldsmith's Central ed by LeMoyne's Cultural Ac- es from swingingest jazz to
Pearline
Harris
and
Patsy
a Fourth District Primary May
made at special ceremonies Ticket Office and LeMoyne tivities Committee, headed by classical sounds all the way
Johnson, senior dress revue;
.
business office for the Dr. Paul Hayes.
planned to coincide with Nafront Bartok to Bach, from
Earline Hardaway, junior dress
She is the first Negro to
The combo will play both Hindemith to Handel.
concert the internationaltional Library Week (April
revue; M. J. Branch, electric,
tun for Congress from Ala12-18).
famous Mitchell-Ruff Trio old and new frontiers of jazz
Bernice White, field
crops;
since Reconstruction and
Mrs. Mae I. Fitzgerald, chief will conduct Friday night, with Dwike Mitchell as the
Henry Thomas, food and nuthe first Negro woman to ever
piano, Charlie Smith on the
librarian at LeMoyne, said the April 17, in Bruce Hall.
trition, and Pearlie Warren,
The U.S. War DepartmentW
try for the office.
The concert is being present- drums and Willie Ruff, bassist
award will be presented to
food preparation.
authorized the arming of NeOnly
66,009
Negroes
are
college at a program sched- ed by LeMoyne's Cultural Ac- and French horn.
the
Also
Charles
Barrentine,
registered to vote in the state,
The three musicians create groes in the Civil War in Oculed for Thursday morning, tivities Committee, headed by
forestry;
James
T.
Davis,
and the legislature has made
and perform to suit their own tober, 1861.
Dr. Paul Hayes.
April 9, at 10:30.
it more difficult for new Ne-

brother, Charles Moss, are selling at least SO copies of the

gro names to be added to the

the

Trio Will Play Old And New Sounds April 17

college
jazz
ly

bama

TOPS IN BELT LINE

Tri-State Defender each week to their customers. Joseph,
12, attends Melrose High school, and Charles, 11, is a
pupil at Hanley Elementary school. They are the sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Moss of 533 Buntyn St.

Know Your Negro History*

lists. The
structed
tion

legislature

the

boards

state's
to

discard

.i

new system

of submitting

different questions to prospective voters each month. The

change grew out of complaints
that Negroes were learning to
memorize the

questions

and

answers on the old forms in
registration classes
1067 CADILLAC. Fleetwood, 4-door
hardtop:- -fully manned. with air
conditidding. Black with gray interior.
Real cheap. Mr. Wener MU. 3-5488.

Centrally located
20 room hotel

CALL 946-6344
1484 Mississippi Blvd.

TSD SALESMEN
Among the Tri-State Defender's top newsboys are Robert
Webb, left, and his brother Kenneth Webb, sons of Mr.
and Mrs. L. Wilkins of 1510 Riverside drive. Robert, 12,
Is a seventh grade student at Carver High school, and
Kenneth, 10, is in fifth grade at Florida Street Elementary school.

Northern Business Opportunity
Prospering Noe Club business, factory district on
main highway in urban area. No restrictions. Unblemished record. Owner must sell because of failing health. Five room and bath apartment adjacent
to club room. Owners quarters. Photos and complete
details $3.00 refundable to purchaser. Immediate
attention to all replies.

Of

CHerry 4-5467
1712 Lexington Ave.
Lorain, Ohio 44052

New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
TO

Approx

Cash You
GetS 500.00
51,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00

Mo.
Payments
S 12.90
S 23.70
S 34.50
S 45.50
S 56.20
5110.82

$2,500.00

$5,000.00

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

A-11
USED CARS
HULL E;OBBS

1959 FORD Gal., 4 Dr., R.H., Autom.
P.S., Air Cond

245
195
795
350
995
$ 895

1962 FORD Gal., 4 Dr.
Factory Air, Pretty White

$

1955 OLDS. Holiday, 71.T.,
Air Cond., P.S.B.

$

$
-$

1957 CHEVY. Wagon, R.H., W.W.T.
Straight Shift

$

1959 FORD Country Squire
3 Seater, R.H., Air Cond.

$

City

Zone No.
State

1960 BUICK LeSabre, R.H., 2 Dr., Air,

1095

White Top, Light Blue Body

For Sale Misc.

Apts. For Rent

as a step
ment of
in
em

ure on c
ed them
Bishop
called

th

"the mos
achieve e

ence"

FOR RENT
848 POPULAR
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
Hoot and Water Furnished.
Must hove reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
*6.50 weekly. Utilities included.
Working woman or man, 547 Dutro.
JAckson 6.0176

Autos For Sale
a TON CHEVY STEP-IN VAN. ALL
BACK
ALUMINUM
BODY. DUO
WHEELS, CAPACITY 52.000 Lb..
condition.
Call
Strict
Excellent
275-3972

Check Cur Ads Daily

$

MANTEL)
FOR SALE HOUSEHOLD GOODS MAN WITH CAR tOR STATION
Prigidare refregerator good conditWAGON
Modern Sofa and chair with
ion
CHURCH
mattreen.
MUST BE A Goo:KT:reit
covers. Baby crib and
ches. Perfect condition.
Studio couch - Like new With covert. I. deliver and Sell papers weekly
Coll 323-8455.
458-1310
Set,.)' plus commission
Single door metal cabinet.
- New *Fri State
Publishing Company
ONE BOOK CASK. BED, COMPLETE
236 &min Wellington Sheet
=Wren and spring, one dresser
mawashing
drawer.,
one
2 cheat of
3108 N. Germantown fined north of chine. One dinette pet. one Sewing
Highway 64 nr
unendsie min be machine, CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. (Norge Piedmont fit.
Gibbs. Jr.
WURLITZER
ORGANS and Ben-

ACRES FOR SALE

OPEN _1111TES

Houses For Sale

6 ROOM HOUSE

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
FOR SALE
SINGER SEWING

MACHINE —AUTOMATIC
Like hew, Zig-Zag, Monograms, makes Button Holes,
Sews on Buttons without at.
tochment. Sold New for over
$300.00. Bal. now due only
$89.86. Pay MU a month.
Liberal Trade-In on old machine. For Free Home Trial

6 rOOM 2 bath house, or duplex. Same
as new. G. I. appraleed. 2530 Colbert*

SINGER with ZIG-ZAGERS
CABINET" "Like New"
ZIg.Zager, Monograms, rnalr•
Fancy
and
Holes
Button

"IN

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

Call

Small Spinett Style Piano
New Conditioned

HOUSE FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath

S149.00

month, apply 726
a
Madison, See Mr. E. Woodside

$50.00

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
.-

Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

HOUSE FOR

Help Wanted
NICE HOME FUR BENT
HALF BATH
3 LARGE Rix/MS
retired or settled couple. Near Poltnler bus Hoe. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2.3237

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen

ALL

BR 2-2115

PIANO FOR SALE

JA 6-1450

CALLING

Soutt Wellington St.

3 Room Frame, Duplexes

Phone 523-1831

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164.166 BEALE ST.

and

!Special Services
GUARANTEED N Y. LIVE-IN MAII
lobs. 335.355 wk. Fare advanced
Mallory Agency
Lynbrook, N. Y.

30

per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
South

Wellington

c

dent's

He PI
Ir

Walton
one of tl
Irma La
tion now
Street' tt
March 1
Waltoi
never ap
before ni
variety s
schools
Washing
career in
63). He
clubs in
He sai

to beco
wants I
singer.
voice.

He al:
aggoduce

wared

i

theatre.

Know

wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis mai het.

236

SALE

79 E. Dempster
4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
50-150 lots
$3,000 for each house
Near Cor lines-Coll day or night
946-5052

saleswomen

We pay 25 per cent and

'Racial
national
federal a
said. "V*
the prin

Tall,

647-53

$32.00 per month

Terms

tunities.

HOUSES FOR RENT

Stitches. Balance due $46.89
Pay $6.30 a month. For FREE
HOME TRIAL Call 276-4450

Call 276-4450

Equipped, One Owner, C17Y
Driven, Pretty Dark Green

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • IA 6-8811

groups I

'Help Wanted

For Sale Misc.

manual

1Two

995
$1995 Call or Come In Today.
Financing No Problem, We Own Our

961 COMET, 4 Dr.
Extra Clean
1960 T. BIRD, All Power, Fully

•

denouncin

N.egroes

95

FINANCE COMPANY
Street Address

tified the
laymen,

support

1959 FORD Fairlane (500)
2 Dr., H.T.

Chester M. Dobson. Salesman

While

statement
ad, about

The st

•

1961 FORD Fairlane (500)
Air Conditioned

RAY BUTLER SR. REALTY
305 Iowa Ave.
Lorain, Ohio 44052
Phone ATIantic 8-3137

racial ju
sermons.

Catholic

60 Flat Monthly Payments

72 MADISON
BURK L EY Upholstery Shop
"FURNITURE REPAIRING"
'Dial JA 6-0637

:1v4,

At thi
church a

tury."

Classified Ads...

Real Estate Loan

including entire first floor and bar
All completely furnished. For details
write Box 3083
Cleveland 20, Ohio

4 a Restyling, Refinishing.,
tCustom Built Furniture #
• FREE ESTIMATES •
• Psck Up and Delivery

Grand
Lansing a

laws for

Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost

the

uniform
questionnaire
used '
since 1952 and to use instead
a

NEED MONEY? I

has inregistra-

Bishop

distributec
gin on c

Streei

REFINED CLUB
Why
be lonely. Correspond
ladies and gentlemen
with
everywhere.
Sample list 756 1 year $2.00
Griffin's COrresponding Club
219 S. 10th St.
Birmingham 5, Ale.

In
in

18'

Chic
There

newspar

States i

Mamphis, Tenn.

WANTED
Outside appliance salesmen to handle
the beet appliance including General
Electric. can Roy Adams, 275-1155,
1128 Union Avenue.
Salesmen and Saleswomen Wanted
Make extra money introducing the new
Patty Press. Quickly shapes hamburgers, croquettes, hamburger steaks.
Phone 275-0435

Man's greatest pro•
tection' against attacks by
Muggers, Robbers, Rapist:
Vicious Animals., (etc.)
1 Unit $3.00
P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
319 S. 10th Street
Birmingham 5, Ala.

fedi-Gard

LIATHAWS

N

LOAN

FFICE •

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

SUITS • (MOATS • SHOT GUNS •
LUGGAGE

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTs,
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

/176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

"'TELL IT TO THE WORMED WITH

One
true
an
Van
eras
Halt
Bee

we'
e

